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INTRODUCTION 

Nigeria is naturally endowed with over 9,000 natural resources that are yet to be tapped by 
the manufacturing sector as raw materials for finished products;1 and with thirty four (34) mineral 
resources2 such as gold, coal, tantalite, gems, sulphur that are widely distributed across the 
country. The country has over 500 known mineral deposit sites of over 34 different minerals across 
the 36 states and federal capital. The federal government has identified nine to concentrate in and 
promote. These include Iron ore, Coal, Tin Ore, Bitumen, Gold, Columbite-Tantalite, Lead/zinc, 
Wolframite and industrial minerals. Currently the country is the 6th largest producer of tin. There are 
nearly 3.00 billion tones of indicated reserves in 17 identified coalfields and over 600 million tones 
of proven reserves. Coal is found in Enugu and Kogi States. Over 7.5 million tones of barite have 
been identified in Taraba and Bauchi States with over 700 million tones in other states. Zinc/lead 
estimate is put at over 10 million tones spread across eight states of the federation.3 

With proven reserves of 36 billion barrels, expected to last for about forty six years, and 
current daily production stands at an average of 1.9 million bpd, accounting for over 90% of the 
country’s exports, and about 80% of the Federal Government’s revenue, the upstream oil sector is 
the single most important sector in the Nigerian economy. With the proved natural gas reserves at 
5.29 trillion cubic metres, 2.82% of the world’s estimated reserve, the oil and gas sector plays 
undoubtedly a critical role towards the economic prosperity of Nigeria.4 

Despite being among the world’s top oil producers, Nigeria’s oil and gas industry has been 
plagued by institutionalized corruption5, corporate impunity6 and grave environmental impact of oil 
pollution7 and gas flaring.8 At the root of the rot in the Nigeria’s oil industry is the absence of a 

                                                             
1 According to the Raw Material Research Development Council of Nigeria (RMRDC) which had produced a compendium of the 
natural resource endowment of each 774 local governments and the 9555 wards in the country. Quoted in Daily Trust 
Newspaper, Abuja, Tuesday August 28, 2012 at p.17. 
2 Ministry of Solid Minerals Development, Abuja: Making the Earth Work for you profile. www.msmd.gov.ng 
3 See Civil Society Legislative Centre (CISLAC), Abuja: Policy Brief on Solid Mineral Sector for the National Assembly (2010) at 
pp.3-4. 
4 See KPMG Nigeria (2014): - Nigeria’s Oil and Gas Industry Brief, at p.5. Also see Daily Trust Newspaper, Abuja, Monday, July 
11, 2016, at p.13. 
5 Nigeria is estimated to have lost about 400 billion dollars of oil revenue to corruption since independence; and between 2013 
and 2015, lost about 50bn dollars to corruption. With EFFC having recovered by May 2016, over one trillion naira of looted oil 
funds. See daily Trust Newspaper, Abuja, (2016) Friday, May 6, 2016, Vol. 39, No. 90, at P.15; and Daily Trust Abuja, Friday, 
May 27, 2016 at p.12. 
6 See Olubayo, O. (2014): - Oil Exploitation and Human Rights Violations in Nigeria’s oil producing communities. Intersentia 
Publishing Co., Cambridge, UK, at pp.168-178. 
7 See Fagbohun, D., (2010): - The Law of Oil Pollution and Environmental Restoration, A Comparative Perspective. Odade 
Publishers, Lagos, at pp. 145-195. 

http://www.msmd.gov.ng
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coherent legal and policy framework for holding operators accountable and for addressing serious 
violations of environmental standards, forcing aggrieved persons and communities to resort to 
extra-legal and violent confrontations.9 Further compounding the situation is the lack of political will 
to accelerate the passage of the petroleum sector governance reform bill, known as the Petroleum 
Industry Governance Bill, 201610. 

Nigeria, the most populous nation in black Africa, rich in oil and gas reserves but 
Underdeveloped11 has her own share of environmental problems which justify local and 
international attention.  In terms of Nigeria’s environmental problems,12 the four broad issues being 
accorded highest priority are the following:- 

 Sustainable industrial production: - With the exception of the petroleum industry, most 
industries do not have waste treatment systems.  The few treatment plants that do exist 
either are not functioning as a result of over use or lack of proper servicing or are unable to 
cope with the vast amounts and types of industrial effluents passing through them.  The 
real challenges of industrial pollution can be identified thus:-  (a)  air pollution (gas or 
particle emissions), especially from the cement, steel and asbestos industries; (b)   land 
and water pollution -  effluent discharged onto land and into water has become a great 
concern, particularly in view of the epidemic tendencies of such pollution. The 
pharmaceutical, chemical, textile, food processing and oil industries are the major 
polluters; and (c) noise pollution. 

 Preventing and reversing desertification: - Nigeria has lost about 351000 square 
kilometres of its land to the desert, and the desert is advancing at a yearly rate of 0.6 
kilometres.  Desertification is the most important problem for northern Nigeria.  Entire 
settlements, and in some cases major access roads, were buried by sand dunes in some 
parts of the north quite recently. 

 Managing forest, wildlife and natural resources: - Deforestation and loss of wildlife 
resources are problems throughout the nation.  Deforestation affects timber production and 
the production of non-wood products (such as medicines, food and paper) that are obtained 
from the wood.  There has been a ban on the export of wood obtained from natural forest 
since 1976, but much of the deforestation that occurs is the result of using wood for 
domestic purposes. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
8 See Ladan, M.T. (2015): - Natural Resources and environmental Law and Policies for Sustainable Development in Nigeria. 
ABU Press Ltd, Zaria, Nigeria, at p.339. 
9 Olubayo, op.cit, at pp.61-109. 
10 The PIB/PIGB was drafted in 2000 and tabled for passage in 2007, 2012 and 2015/16, and on June 13, 2016, the Senate 
President ordered suspension of further consideration of the bill. See http://petroleumindustrybill.com/news posted on June 13, 
2016; accessed on July 12, 2016. 
11 See UN Environment Programme, Nairobi, Kenya (2002): - Africa Environment Outlook, News Release, 2002/50, pp.1-4. 
12 Ladan, M.T., “Biodiversity Conservation in Nigeria: - Issues, Problems and Challenges in Implementation”. A paper presented 
at a 5 day Second African Regional Seminar on Environmental Law, Natural Resources and Poverty Reduction. Organized by 
UNEP, Nairobi, Kenya in Collaboration with the Ugandan National Environmental Protection Agency. Held at Imperial Beach 
Resort Hotel, Entebbe, Uganda, between 25-28 September, 2006. 
 

http://petroleumindustrybill.com/news
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Hunting is a major cause of loss of wildlife.  There is a need to protect wildlife and 
biodiversity by specifically providing for the protection of certain species and areas that are 
of scientific, recreational or aesthetic value. 

 Combating floods and inland and coastal erosion: - Nigeria’s coastal resources have 
been greatly damaged by erosion and this has had severe financial consequences.  
Research into methods of controlling floods and erosion is being promoted.13 

The need to use law as a vehicle in the regulation, management and protection of 
the environment has thus become paramount.14 

The importance of the environment to humankind, the consumer of the environment 
cannot be over emphasized. In view of the fact that the environment is a major source of 
national and international development, it must be protected from pollution, degradation or 
damage.15 Since a pollution of the environment could result in its decay, which will 
ultimately affect meaningful social and economic development as well as the quality of life 
of humankind and other species of biodiversity,16 environmental law prescribes litigation to 
protect and preserve the environment from any misuse, abuse or destruction. And this is 
made possible by the law in the light of the violatory provisions of the municipal 
jurisprudence, coupled with the array of multilateral environmental treaties and rules of 
international law.17 Aggrieved parties therefore resort to environmental litigation in 
accordance with the procedure laid down by law. 

It is through litigation that courts enjoy their unique role in upholding the 
environmental rule of law.18 

  The above mentioned environmental problems, particularly, unsustainable industrial 
production in the petroleum and mining and minerals sectors, stem largely from the following 
challenges facing the Petroleum and Mining sector’s Journey to maximizing Nigeria’s natural 
resources for sustainable development. 

In the petroleum sector, the key challenges are : - i) cost of environmental remediation from 
years of militancy and pipeline vandalism; ii) maintaining the level of government investment in oil 
and gas while meeting pressing social needs; iii) funding required to achieve gas flare out is 
significant and grows with increased oil production; iv) ageing oil production facilities built in the 
early and mid-70s, requiring modernization; v) building indigenous technology capability in complex 
deep water environments; vi) crude oil and petroleum product theft. 

In the Mining and Mineral Sector, the key challenges are: - A combination of low investment 
and poor law enforcement has made the mining sector to be largely informal, much of which is 
outside regulatory framework. This has serious consequences for the country. Five key issues are 

                                                             
13 Tobi N.(JSC), “Judicial Enforcement of Environmental Laws in  Nigeria”, in Ladan M.T., (ed.) Law, Human Rights and the 
Administration of Justice in Nigeria(2001) A.B.U. Press, Zaria, Nigeria, at p.262. 
14 Ibid at pp.262-3 
15 Ladan M.T., “Transnational State Responsibility for Environmental Harms in International Law”, in A.B.U. Law Journal, Faculty 
of Law, A.B.U., Zaria, Nigeria, Vols. 19-20 (2001-02) at pp. 29-40. 
16 Niki Tobi op cit. 
17 Ladan M.T., “Status and Trend of Environmental Law in Nigeria”, in Proceedings of the First Seminar of Environmental Law in 
African Universities. Organized by UNEP, Nairobi, Kenya, held at Merica Hotel, Nakuru, Kenya, between 29 Sept. – 2 Oct. 2004; 
UNEP March 2005, at pp. 475-478. 
18 Ibid at pp. 474-480. 
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obvious. First, unregulated mining activities exacerbate environmental degradation. This is 
because mining is done without regard to environmental protection and sustainability. Second, 
illegal mining means loss of revenue to governments. In 2009 alone, it was reported that the 
federal government lost about $100 million in revenue to illegal mining while the minister averred 
that over 2300 mining licenses were issued without the consent of the minister. This revenue could 
have gone into addressing local community problems.19 Third, unregulated mining poses health 
hazards to communities. The recent case of lead poisoning in Zamfara State is one of the saddest 
examples of this impact.20 

Fourth, Federal Government misused of the Natural Resources Fund/Account.21 The 
account, called the Development of Natural Resources Account, was set up through an executive 
order in 2002 to develop alternative mineral resources to lessen the nation’s dependence on 
petroleum. But government records show that since its establishment, funds in the account have 
hardly been used to achieve this purpose. Instead, the Federal Government has been drawing the 
monies to pay for items that should have been budgeted for – like monetization arrears for PHCN 
staff and fertilizer procurement contracts. Since 2004, government withdrew a total of N701 billion 
for purposes other than development of natural resources.22 

Fifth, Nigeria has been over-dependent on the oil and gas sector for its revenue.23 This has 
made the economy of the country to be vulnerable to international oil politics and pricing. Oil rent 
itself has distorted economic planning with the result that other important productive sectors of the 
economy have been neglected with the consequence that we have a mono-cultural economy. 
However, the collapse of oil price, the restiveness in the Niger Delta and the global economic 
                                                             
19 Ibid. at p.4 
20 See Special Report of the Weekly Trust Newspaper, Abuja: Zamfara Lead Poisoning: Digging Grave in Search of Gold at 
pp.14-15. 
21 See Daily Trust Newspaper, Abuja, Monday, July 23, 2012 at pp. 1 and 5:  
22 Ibid, From March to October 2010, the Jonathan administration drew sums from the account for payment of monetization 
arrears for staff of the Power Holding Company of Nigeria (57.59 billion), loan to Consolidated revenue Fund to accelerate capital 
budgets releases (N70 billion) and withdrawals to fund reversal of excess crude distribution (N4.3 billion). Although the 
withdrawals are called loans, there is no evidence to show that any of these loans have been defrayed. The revenue sharing 
laws provide that 3 percent of funds accruing to the Federation Account should be remitted to the natural resources account.  
The account was set up after then-President Obasanjo issued an executive order to make the revenue sharing formula conform 
with the supreme Court ruling of 2002. “This fund is supposed to be accessed by all tiers of government and it is to be channeled 
towards the development of natural resources aimed at diversifying our revenue base outside the oil and gas”. But President 
Obasanjo himself approved periodic withdrawals from the account to the tune of N270 billion between October 2004 and May 
2007 for sundry expenditure that had nothing to do with natural resources development. Early July 2012, at a Senate committee 
hearing, Permanent Secretary of the ministry of Finance Mr. Danladi Kifasi said a total of N873.4 billion had accrued into the 
natural resources account over the years but it was depleted by N701.48 billion. “The cumulative balance in the account as at 
June 30, 2012 is N17.9 billion,” he said, adding all “releases from the fund is based on approvals from Mr. President. 
23 Ibid, One of the problems about the account is that there is no specific government office managing it. Apparently because of 
lack of administrative structure to manage the funds, drawing from the natural resources account appears to be a past time for 
successive Presidents. Yar’adua approved four payments between June and October 2009 totaling N173 billion for the funding 
of 2009 supplementary budget (N50 billion), loan to settle liabilities of 2009 season fertilizer supplies (N27.8 billion), and N95 
billion and N1 bilion for the 2009 agric and food security programmes. His administration earlier withdrew N10 billion for payment 
of arrears of monetization of parastatals (October-December 2005) in August 2007, and then N1.9 billion for “release to IDP & 
ACGSF” in October 2007. Also, N21.8 billion was drawn on December 24, 2008 as “loan approved by Mr. President to offset 
outstanding liabilities of ’08 season fertilizer supplies and to repaid back all affected states in four installments starting Jan ‘09”. 
According to the Chairman, Revenue, Mobilization and Fiscal Commission no state of the federation has ever accessed the fund 
despite the applications of about six states that have been processed already namely, Zamfara, FCT, Plateau, Taraba 
Adamawa, Imo, Kogi and Abia states. 
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recession have combined to force a recognition on the part of government of the need to diversify 
the revenue base of the economy. Thus in addition to developing other sectors such as agriculture, 
it is believed that mining sector can also make significant contribution to the economic growth of 
the country. Nigeria can boast of having the highest concentration of varieties of solid minerals in 
Africa. And, the solid minerals sector holds the key to the successful implementation of the 
government’s efforts at diversifying the economy for sustainable development.24 

It is against this background that this paper seeks to realize the following objectives: -  
1. To examine the nature and scope of the trends in the reform of the petroleum and 

minerals governance instruments/institutions and judicial attitude towards  
environmental regulations of the petroleum and minerals sectors;  

2. To analyse the liability regime in oil pollution, gas flaring and the challenges to 
effective environmental regulation of the petroleum sector activities; 

3. To conclude with viable options for Nigeria. 
 

1. 0 TRENDS IN REFORM OF THE PETROLEUM AND MINERALS RESOURCE 
GOVERNANCE AND JUDICIAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS ENVIRONMENTAL 
REGULATION OF THE PETROLEUM SECTOR IN NIGERIA 
This part of the paper seeks to address the following two broad parts: - 
  

1.1 Trends in the Reform of the Petroleum and Minerals Resource Governance Scheme 
  Table A: - Oil, Gas and Minerals Governance Arrangements in Nigeria 

CENTRALISED GOVERNMENT SCHEME 
Ownership and control of oil, gas 
and mineral resources vested in 
the Federal Government at the 
Centre by section 44 (3), 1999 
Constitution; Section 1 (1) of 
Petroleum Act, 1969; and section 
1, Mining and Minerals Act, 2007  
 

Supervisory/ regulatory regime  of 
oil and gas resources:- Minister of 
Petroleum resources to grant oil 
exploration licence (OEL), oil 
protecting license (OPL) and oil 
mining lease (OML); and to 
revoke (OPL) and (OML). Section 
2, Petroleum Act; Paras 23-24 
schedule 1 to the Act; Regulation 
1, Petroleum Drilling and 
Production Regulations 1969.  

Management: - Nigerian National 
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) 
primarily responsible for the 
management of the oil and gas 
Sector (NNPC Act of 1977 as 
amended in 2007 by Act No. 11).  
 

 
Table B: - Centralised Governance Instruments and Fiscal Regime 
Legal (Constitutional legislative and regulatory instruments)  Fiscal Regime  
• 1999 Constitution (as amended) Cap. C. 23, LFN 2004. 
• Petroleum Act, 1969, Cap. P. 10 LFN 2004 
• Nigerian Oil and Gas Industry Content Development Act, 

2010. 
• Associated Gas Reinjection Act Cap. A.25 LFN 2004. 
• Oil Pipelines Act Cap. N.123 LFN 2004. 
• Nigeria Liquified Natural Gas (Fiscal Incentives, 

• Distribution pool/Federation Account 
(revenues collected by Federal 
Government); 

• Revenue Allocation from the 
Federation Account determination by 
Federal legislature (NASS); 

• Proposal by President/advice by 
                                                             
24 Ministry of Solid Minerals Development, op cit at p.23. 
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Guarantees and Assurances) Act Cap. N. 87 LFN 2004. 
• NNPC Act, 1977 Cap. N. 124, LFN 2004 as amended by 

Act No. 35 of 2007. 
• Petroleum Profits Tax (Amendment) Act Cap. P. 15 LFN 

2004 
• Petroleum (Drilling and Production) Regulations, 1969. 
• Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 

(NEITI) Act No. 36 of 2007. 
• International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution 

from Ships, 1973 and the 1978 Protocol (Ratification and 
Enforcement) Act No. 15, 2007. 

• Nigerian Mining and Minerals Act, No. 20 of 2007 
• Land Use Act, 1978, Cap. L.15, LFN 2004 
• Allocation of Revenue (Abolition of Dichotomy in the 

Application of the Principle of Derivation) Act No. 1, 2004. 
• Petroleum production and Distribution (Anti-sabotage) Act 

Cap. P.12. LFN 2004.  
 

Revenue Mobilization and Fiscal 
Commission; 

• Subject to the 13% resources 
derivation formula/principle 

• Section 162(1) and (2) 1999 
Constitution 

• Para 39 Exclusive Legislative List, 
Constitution. 
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Table C: - Reform of Oil, Gas and Mineral Resource Governance Instruments/Institutions 
Nigeria Oil and Gas Industry 
Content Development Act, 
2010  

NEITI Act, 2007  Petroleum Industry Bill, 
2007/16  

Environmental Regulations 
of the Mining Sector (2009- 
2013)  

International Convention 
for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships, Act 
No. 15, 2007  

Compliance with and 
Enforcement of 
Legal instruments: - 
Role of the Judiciary.  

The most recent is the Nigeria 
Oil and Gas Industry Content 
Development Act 2010 which 
was signed into in April, 2010. 
The Act provides that Nigerian 
companies must be primary 
consideration in the award of 
oil blocks, oilfield licenses, oil 
lifting licences and any other 
contract available in the 
Nigerian oil industry. It also 
requires all companies 
seeking for license in the oil 
and gas sector to provide a 
plan for a Nigerian local 
content in terms of 
employment, procurement and 
use of local resources. The 
Act established the Nigerian 
Content Development Agency 
which has the following 
responsibility of putting in 
place a framework for 
continuous growth of Nigerian 
Content in the Nigerian 
Economy through a balanced 
programme of planning, target 
setting, monitoring, stimulating 
employment, improving 
contractor capability and 
capacity, while ensuring 
international competitiveness 
of the materials, equipment 
and services provided by 
Nigerian companies. 

There is lack of 
transparency and 
accountability in the 
management of revenues 
from the petroleum sector. 
Part of this is now been 
addressed by the NEITI Act 
2007. There are no records 
of the level of production: 
how much is produced and 
by who, how much is sold 
at what rate? How much do 
companies give to 
government? This opacity 
has made people to distrust 
government and believe 
that it has been 
squandering national 
revenue without 
commensurate outputs. 
 
The aim of the NEITI Act 
No. 36 2007 is basically to 
promote transparency, 
accountability and effective 
utilization of oil revenue. It 
provides for the 
establishment of a NEITI 
secretariat headed by an 
appointed executive 
director working with a 
Governing Board whose 
functions include: 
i. Ensuring due process 

and transparency in the 

The Petroleum Industry Bill 
has been before the 
National Assembly for 
some time now. The bill 
was initiated by the 
executive in 2007 and has 
been having a rough time at 
the Legislature. The bill 
proposes to bring the entire 
Oil and Gas Industry under 
one legal framework by 
repealing existing laws 
governing the 
administration of the 
Industry in the country. 
 
The PIB in essence is 
therefore a reform 
legislation which aims to 
put in place of the existing 
myriad of legislative and 
administrative instruments 
governing the petroleum 
industry one omnibus 
legislation that establishes 
clear rules, procedures and 
institutions for the 
administration of the 
petroleum industry in 
Nigeria. 
 
The Bill segments the 
industry into three, namely 
upstream and downstream. 
Downstream relates to the 

- National Environmental 
(Mining and Processing 
Of Coal, Ores and 
Industrial Minerals) 
Regulations 2009: 
Federal Republic of 
Nigeria, No. 31 of 2009, 
Vol. 96, No. 63, Official 
Gazette (Abuja) dated 
12th October, 2009. The 
purpose of these 
Regulations is to 
minimise pollution from 
the Mining and 
Processing of Coal, Ores 
and Industrial Minerals 
(Regulation 1). 
 

- National Environmental 
(Base Metals, Iron and 
Steel 
Manufacturing/Recyclin
g Industries Sector) 
Regulations, 2011, S.I. 
No.14, Gazette No. 41. 
Vol. 98 of 4th May, 
2011.Purpose: to 
prevent and minimize 
pollution from all 
operations and ancillary 
activities of the sector in 
the Nigerian 
environment, especially 
the release of priority air 
pollutants. The principal 

Recently, Nigeria 
domesticated the 
International Convention for 
the Prevention of Pollution 
from Ships, 1973 and the 
1978 Protocol by a 
(Ratification and 
Enforcement) Act No.15, 
2007. The incorporation of 
these treaties as part of 
Nigerian Law were meant to 
achieve the following 
objectives: -  
a) To be given full 

recognition and effect; 
b) To have the force of law 

in Nigeria; 
c) To be applied by all 

authorities and persons 
exercising legislative, 
executive and judicial 
powers; 

d) To protect the human 
environment in general 
and the marine 
environment in particular 
from pollution by ships; 

e) To minimize deliberate, 
negligent or accidental 
release of oil and other 
harmful substances from 
ships into the seas and 
coastal environment;  

f) To improve further the 
prevention and control of 

Access to 
Environmental Justice 
in oil pollution and gas 
flaring cases as a 
human right issue: - 
Jonah Gbemre v. 
Shell, NNPC and AGF 
(2005) Federal High 
Court, Benin City.  
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payments made by all 
extractive industry 
companies to the 
federal government and 
all statutory recipients. 

ii. Monitor and ensure 
accountability in the 
revenues receipts from 
of the Federal 
Government from 
extractive industry 
companies. 

iii. Eliminating all forms of 
corrupt practices in the 
determination, 
payments, receipt to 
and posing of revenues 
to the Federal 
Government from 
extractive industry 
companies. 

iv. Ensure transparency 
and accountability by 
government in the 
application of resources 
from payments received 
from extractive industry 
companies. 

v. Ensure conforming with 
the principles of 
extractive industry 
transparency initiative 
(EITI) in all activities 
relating to mining. 

 

loading, transportation, 
supply and delivery of 
petroleum products for use 
by end users as well as 
storage and operation of 
depots in the country. 
Upstream relate to the 
prospecting and production 
of crude oil while the 
midstream deals with areas 
not covered by either the 
upstream or downstream.  
 
The PIB provides for a 
comprehensive regime on 
environmental protection 
and clear responsibility to 
protect the environment in 
the following: - 
Environmental Quality 
Management (Section 200); 
Gas flaring penalties 
(Section 201); Consultation 
with Federal and State 
Ministries of Environment 
on Environmental 
Management Programme 
(Section 202); Financial 
contribution for 
Remediation of 
Environmental Damage 
(Section 203); 
Abandonment, 
Decommissioning and 
Disposal (Section 204); 
Responsibility over the 
Environment (Section 289); 
compliance with health 
regulations (Section 290); 
observance of the 

thrust of these 
Regulations is to prevent 
and minimize pollution 
from all operations and 
ancillary activities of the 
sector in the Nigerian 
environment. 

 
- National Environmental 

(Quarrying and Blasting 
Operations) 
Regulations, 2013, S.I. 
No. 33, Gazette No. 97, 
Vol. 100 of 30th October, 
2013. Purpose: to 
control and regulate 
quarrying and Blasting 
operations and their 
adverse effects on the 
environment and human 
health. 

marine pollution from 
ships, particularly oil 
tankers. 
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principles of sustainable 
development in the conduct 
of operations by oil and gas 
companies (Section 291); 
Obligations of licensee, 
lessee and contractors to 
use environmentally friendly 
technologies for petroleum 
exploration and 
development, observe the 
principle of precautionary 
approach and carry out a 
Social Impact Assessment 
(SEA) alongside the 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment (Section 292); 
duty to restore the 
Environment and observe 
the polluter pays principle 
(Section 293); stocktaking 
of community development 
programmes initiated by oil 
companies (Section 294); 
utilization of good oil field 
practices (Section 295); 
Responsibility over the 
Environment by oil 
companies and pay fair and 
adequate compensation to 
victims of environmental 
damage (Section 296); 
special Investigative Unit on 
Violations of the Act 
(Section 41); Publications 
of Social intervention 
projects at community level 
(Section 297); penalties 
and sanctions for violations 
of the Act (Section 298); 
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6* Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industry (EGAPSIN) 2002 
  In recent time, it can be said that significant efforts are being made by governments to 
establish guidelines, standards and procedures for environmental control in the petroleum industry. 
One of the far reaching initiatives started in 1981 when the Department of Petroleum Resources 
(DPR) relying on authority conferred by existing legislation, issued interim guidelines concerning 
the monitoring, handling, treatment and disposal of effluents, oil spills and chemicals drilling mud 
and drill cuttings by lessees and oil operators. The Environmental Guidelines and Standards for 
Petroleum Industry in Nigeria (EGASPIN) which was first issued in 1991 and subsequently revised 
in 2002 has the following as its objectives: 

 Establish guidelines and standards for the environmental quality control of the 
petroleum industry taking into account existing local conditions and planned 
programmes; 

 Provide, in one volume a comprehensive integrated document on pollution 
abatement technology, guidelines and standards for the Nigerian petroleum 
Industry; 

 Standardize the environmental pollution abatement and monitoring procedures, 
including the analytical methods for various parameters. 

In order to effectively evaluate and monitor the discharge into the environment, the 
petroleum industry is divided into six stages of operations, namely, exploration, production, 
terminal operation, hydrocarbon processing, oil transportation and marketing operations. It will 
suffice to state that out of three basic regulatory standards, namely, the effluent or end-of-the-pipe, 
management practices, and ambient quality standards, the first two sets of standards have been 
adopted while the third is being developed. 

The rationale for the development was that effluent or end-of-the-pipe standards provide 
some flexibility and knowledge of the type of materials to be discharged and also the choice of 
technology available to control pollutants. Furthermore, there are a lot of variations in the 
management practices of the petroleum industry. 

However, ambient quality standards require detailed and comprehensive ecological data 
that are characteristic of the Nigerian conditions, which are currently not available but are 
beginning to accumulate in the literature. 

It is pertinent to mention that although EGASPIN made clear that revisions and 
amendments to the guidelines and standards shall be issued as and when necessary, it also 
expressly noted that the guidelines and standards shall not absolve the operator or licensee from 
complying with other relevant laws and regulations. At this stage, the key issue is to review the 
mechanisms EGASPIN has placed on ground in aid of restoration of the environment. 

 EGASPIN, no doubt, is comprehensive and well intended. Its obvious deficiency however, 
is that all powers of monitoring, compliance and enforcement are centred in and around the DPR 
and the Director of Petroleum Resources without corresponding checks and balances. The 
immediate implication of this is that success or otherwise is wholly dependent on the vision of the 
Director, Petroleum Resources and the extent to which he is allowed and equipped to operate. If 
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we are to go by precedent and experience, a situation like this is unhealthy and cannot be relied 
upon to deliver. This issue is further examined in other sections of this book.  

 
7* Institutional Framework: - A New Dawn in Biodiversity Conservation, Management and 
Protection of Natural/Environmental Resources in Nigeria  
Rationale for the 2009 - 2014 Environmental Regulations  

In order to provide for effective enforcement of environmental standards, regulations, rules, 
laws, policies and guidelines by the newly established NESREA, the Minister of Environment is 
empowered to make regulations for the general purposes of carrying out or giving full effect to the 
functions of the Agency under the NESREA Act. 

This has led to twenty-nine Regulations, which are highlighted below: National 
Environmental (Wetlands, River Banks and Lake Shores) Regulations, 2009; National 
Environmental (Watershed, Mountainous, Hilly and Catchment Areas) Regulations, 2009; National 
Environmental (Sanitation and Wastes Control) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental 
(Permitting and Licensing System) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Access to Genetic 
Resources and Benefit Sharing) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Mining and 
Processing of Coal, Ores and Industrial Minerals) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental 
(Ozone Layer Protection) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Food, Beverages and 
Tobacco Sector) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Textile, Wearing Apparel, Leather 
and Footwear Industry) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Noise Standards and Control) 
Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Chemical, Pharmaceutical, Soap and Detergent 
Manufacturing Industries) Regulations, 2009; National Environmental (Standards for 
Telecommunications and Broadcasting Facilities) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Soil 
Erosion and Flood Control) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Desertification Control and 
Drought Mitigation) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Base Metals, Iron and Steel 
Manufacturing/Recycling Industries Sector) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Control of 
Bush/Forest Fire and Open Burning) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Protection of 
Endangered Species in International Trade) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Domestic 
and Industrial Plastic, Rubber and Foam Sector) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental 
(Coastal and Marine Areas Protection) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Construction 
Sector) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Control of Vehicular Emissions from Petrol and 
Diesel Engines) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Non-Metallic Minerals Manufacturing 
Industries Sector) Regulations, 2011; National Environmental (Surface and Groundwater Quality 
Control) Regulations, 2011; and National Environmental (Electrical/Electronic Sector) Regulations, 
2011; National Environmental (Quarrying and Blasting Operations) Regulations, 2013; National 
Environmental (Motor Vehicle and Miscellaneous Assembly Sector) Regulations, 2013; National 
Environmental (Pulp and Paper Wood and Wood Products Sector) Regulations, 2013; National 
Environmental (Control of Alien and Invasive Species) Regulations, 2013; National Environmental 
(Control of Charcoal Production and Export) Regulations, 2014; National Environmental (Dams and 
Reservoirs) Regulations, 2014; National Environmental (Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides) 
Regulations, 2014; National Environmental (Air Quality Control) Regulations, 2014; and National 
Environmental (Energy Sector) Regulations, 2014.  
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1.1.1 The PIB and Environmental Protection 
 The PIB is a comprehensive environmentally friendly legislation for the petroleum sector in 
Nigeria by providing for the following: -  

a) Environmental Quality Management under Section 200. The primary purpose of this 
provision is to establish clear policies and guidelines aimed at preventing or minimizing 
pollution damage. Section 200 obligates licensees, oil companies involved in upstream 
petroleum operations to submit Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and to adhere to 
sound oil field practices, protect the environment and promote sustainable development. 
The volatile nature of the oil producing areas and high environmental risks associated with 
oil production underscore the importance of these legal and social obligations.  

b) Gas Flaring Penalties under Section 201: - “1) The lessee shall pay such gas flaring 
penalties as the Minister may determine from time to time. 2) The lessee shall install all 
such measurement equipment as ordered by the inspectorate to properly measure the 
amount of gas being flared.” The vagueness of above provisions is not only alarming, but 
also framed in a language that hardly conveys the seriousness needed to make gas flaring 
a thing of the past. The lack of clarity regarding the penalty payable by offending operators, 
especially oil companies, companies portends a sign of a looming floodgate of litigation, 
which has seen communities often at the losing end. Litigation provides operators the 
advantage of continuing activities undisturbed while the case suffers undue delay. With 
over 14.9 billion cu ft (10.6%) of gas flared in 2008 alone, the US National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration ranked Nigeria as the second highest gas flaring country in the 
world after Russia. Communities living within exploration and mining sites where gas flaring 
occurs unabatedly continue to endure the resulting environmental pollution, adverse 
climate changes, food insecurity, diseases, unemployment and deforestation, which in turn 
destroy livelihoods dependent on local resources. The absence of reliable data for gas flare 
volumes, coupled with the oil operators’ signature non-compliance to the revised flaring 
regimes are among the top reasons why local agitations for environmental justice have not 
yielded positive results.  

c) Consultation with Federal and State Ministries of Environment under Section 202. In 
considering and approving the EMPs submitted to it by operators, the inspectorate is 
required to consult the federal and state ministries of environment, or other relevant bodies 
within which the license is situated. The consulted agencies and bodies can raise issues or 
objections to the EMPs by way of comments submitted to the Inspectorate within 30 days 
the request was made. Embedded in this provision is a requirement for oil companies to 
comply with all state and federal laws related to the protection of the environment, including 
town/country planning codes regulating the construction and maintenance of 
environmentally-safe infrastructure facilities. One of such law is the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Act (EIA), 1992 (Decree No. 86 of 1992) which all public and private projects 
that could potentially affect the environment must fully comply with. Section 52(2) of the EIA 
states: “Where a review panel established to assess environmental effects… submits a 
report to FME indicating that the project is likely to cause any serious adverse 
environmental effects, FME may prohibit the proponent of the project from doing any act or 
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thing that would commit the proponent to ensuring that the project is carried out in whole or 
in part until FME is satisfied that such effects have been mitigated.’  

d) Financial contribution for Remediation of Environmental Damage under Section 203. As 
part of measures to protect the environment from devastating through oil operations, the 
provision of Section 203 establishes the environmental remediation fund, to be managed 
and administered by the Inspectorate. Drawing up environmental plans and the setting up 
of a remediation fund form part of measures to enhance compliance with good oilfield 
practices as well as health, safety and environmental (HSE) standards. The essence of 
such remediation is to restore the environment to what it was before drilling, development 
or oil production activities. Obligating operators to pay prescribed fees into the Fund as a 
condition precedent for the granting of a prospecting license or lease and approval of the 
EMPs, operates as a disincentive for oil companies to carry out activities that are harmful to 
the poor, the environment, and the local economy. 

e) Responsibility over the Environment: - The Nigerian government through the Inspectorate, 
the DPRA and the Federal Ministry of Environment (FMOE) makes a strong commitment to 
take the regulation of environmental, health and public safety issues connected with oil 
industry activities very seriously. It is worth noting that similar guarantees enshrined in a 
wide range of oil legal regimes preceding the PIB did not translate into effective regulation. 
As such, re-echoing similar sentiments in the PIB is not sufficient to demonstrate official 
willingness to move away from a conventional business as usual approach to sustainable 
environmental management. In cooperation with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) 
and Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) and other stakeholders, the regulatory 
agencies should establish a targeted program aimed at creating awareness and expanding 
citizens’ access to information. Local residents and stakeholders need to be aware of 
emergency response plans, pollution and potential impacts, including adequate monitoring 
and maintenance of oil installations. 

f) Compliance with health regulations: - Section 290 provides that: - “Every company 
engaged in activities requiring a license, lease or permit in the upstream and downstream 
sectors of the petroleum industry in Nigeria, shall comply with all environmental health and 
safety laws, regulations, guidelines or directive as may be issued by the Federal Ministry of 
Environment, the Minister, the Inspectorate or the Agency, as the case may be.” 
Companies engaged in upstream or downstream sectors of the oil industry are bound to 
comply with the health and safety laws, as well as all ancillary regulations and guidelines 
issued by regulatory agencies. 

g) In the conduct of operations, Section 291 requires that: - “Every company engaged in 
activities requiring a licence, lease or permit in the upstream and downstream petroleum 
industry in Nigeria shall conduct its operations in accordance with internationally acceptable 
principles of sustainable development which includes the necessity to ensure that the 
constitutional rights of present and future generations to a healthy environment is 
protected.” By Section 290 and 291, it is compulsory for all licensed oil and gas operators 
to comply with all national environmental health laws, respect human rights and comply 
with internationally acceptable principles of sustainable development. While the creation of 
this obligation is a step in the right direction, more specificity and clarity is needed to 
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provide guidance on the meaning and scope of “internationally acceptable principles of 
sustainable development” because relevant industry practices change overtime. 

h) Obligations of Licensee, Lessee and Contractors: - Under Section 292, every company 
engaged in activities requiring a license, lease or permit in the upstream and downstream 
sectors of the petroleum industry shall: i) support a precautionary approach to 
environmental challenges; ii) encourage the development and use of environmentally 
friendly technologies for exploration and development in Nigeria. iii) comply with the 
relevant requirements of environmental guidelines and standards approved for the 
petroleum industry in Nigeria. Within the context of using environmentally friendly 
technologies for petroleum exploration and development in Nigeria, a precautionary 
denotes that environmental issues should be considered as part of a comprehensive 
assessment and management program for minimizing project-specific risks and potential 
impacts. Along these lines, oil companies and licensed operators have a responsibility to 
accurately provide full and accurate information regarding prospective project(s), the 
project location, proposed activities, the existing environment, potential impacts and 
proposed mitigation strategies. A Social Impact Assessment should be carried out 
alongside the EIA, to consider the inter-relationships with local livelihoods, cultures, 
indigenous groups and communities many of which may depend on the local natural 
resources.  

i) Duty to restore the Environment: - Clean-up-your-mess is the main message encoded in 
S.293! The polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution by taking steps to restore, 
remediate and rehabilitate the environment whenever environmental impacts occur as a 
result of licensees and lessees operations. The National Oil Spill Detention and response 
Agency (NOSDRA) report that in 2012, there has been 619 oil spills and the effect of the 
degradation of the surrounding environment has caused significant tension between the 
people living in the region and the multinational oil companies operating there. Also implied 
in the “duty to restore” is a corresponding obligation to carry out preventive equipment 
maintenance programmes, monitoring end-of-pipe emissions levels and adopting other 
preventive safety procedures. Companies and operators are exonerated from this “duty to 
restore” only when it is established that the harmful activity resulted from sabotage or 
vandalization, in this case, the costs will be borne by the local or state government within 
which the act occurred.  

j) Responsibility over the Environment: - Just like S.199 of the PIB, section 296 obligates oil 
companies and licenced operators to pay fair and adequate compensation for any 
disturbance of the surface of the land, including social and economic losses connected 
therewith. Victims of oil operations damage can elect to pursue their claims either under 
Section 199 or S.296 of the Bill. 

 
1.2 Review of Judicial attitude towards Environmental Regulation of the petroleum 

Sector and Access to Environmental Justice 
1.2.1 Interpretation of Constitutional Obligation to Protect the Environment 
The need for the adoption of the appropriate legislation to ensure the justiciability of the 
provisions of Chapter II was further in the same case by Uwais CJN, who, after comparing 
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the experience of India, Ireland and other countries, underlined that every effort must be 
made; 

…to ensure that the Directive Principles are not a dead letter, whatever is 
necessary is done to see that they are observed as much as practicable so as to 
give cognizance to the general tendency of the Directives. It is necessary therefore 
to say that our own situation is of peculiar significance. We do not need to seek 
uncertain ways of giving effect to the Directive Principles in Chapter II of the 
Constitution. The Constitution itself has placed the entire Chapter II under the 
Executive legislative List. By this, it simply means that all the Directive Principles 
need not remain mere or pious declarations. It is for the Executive and the National 
Assembly, working together, to give expression to anyone of them through 
appropriate enactment as occasion may demand.25 
It is therefore settled that while the fundamental objectives and directive principles 

are not directly justiciable, they can be made justiciable by the National Assembly enacting 
implementing legislation. This position was restated in Attorney General of Lagos State26 
where the Supreme Court considered and interpreted the Section 20 environmental 
provision of the Constitution. The court followed the reasoning in Attorney-General of 
Ondo State27 and held that: 

Section 20 of the 1999 Constitution is one of the sections under Chapter II. That is 
the Chapter confirming the Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of 
State Policy. By virtue of item 60 (a) of the Second Schedule to the Constitution, the 
subject matter of that section comes under the Exclusive Legislative List. It can be 
legislated on by the National Assembly on behalf of the Federal Republic of 
Nigeria.28 
In the above case the Attorney-General of Lagos State (as the representative of the 

Lagos State Government) sued the 1st defendant, the Attorney-General of the Federation 
(as the representative of the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria). on the order 
of the Supreme Court, the other 35 state governments of Nigeria were joined as 
defendants. The contention of the plaintiff was that the Nigerian Urban and Regional 
Planning Decree No. 88 of 1992, which provides inter alia, for a …urban and regional 
planning development and administration for the whole of Nigeria with the establishment of 
Federal, State and Local Government authorities charged with supervising the national 
physical development of Nigeria, made it impossible for the Lagos State Government to 
carry out and implement its master plan according to its existing Town and Country 
Planning Laws and Regulations regarding all physical development control of land within 
the State. The plaintiffs also contended that the Decree was an imposition of the Federal 
Government intended to interfere with the powers of Lagos State under its existing laws. 

The plaintiffs therefore sought, inter alia, a declaration that by virtue of sections 4 
and 5 of the 1999 Constitution. Urban and Regional planning and physical development are 

                                                             
25 Attorney-General of Ondo State v. AGF (2002) FWLR (pt III) p. 1972. 
26 Attorney-General of Lagos State v. AGF (2003) 12 NWLR (Pt. 833) p.1 at p. 2103. 
27 Op cit. 
28 Op cit. per Uwaifo JSC 
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residual matters within the exclusive legislative and executive competence of the State; a 
declaration that the relevant provisions of the said Decree which seek to control urban and 
regional planning as well as physical development of land in Lagos State is inconsistent 
with section 4 of the 1999 Constitution and to that extent null and void; a declaration that 
the grant of approvals, permits and licenses for building and physical development in Lagos 
State are the residual responsibility of the plaintiff; and a declaration that all approvals, 
permits or licenses granted or issued by the first defendant from the 1st of June 1999 for 
building or development of land within Lagos State without the consent of the plaintiff and in 
contravention of the town planning laws and regulations of Lagos State are illegal, null and 
void. 

The Attorney-General of the Federation argued as part of his defence that section 
20 of the 1999 Constitution empowers the National Assembly to enact any appropriate law 
on matters of environment as a subject item under the Exclusive Legislative List by virtue of 
the operation of Item 60 (a) of that List. Therefore the National Assembly could enact a law 
on urban and regional planning to have effect throughout Nigeria. the Supreme Court, 
however, in its majority judgment29 rejected this argument and held that since the subject of 
town and regional planning is not in the Exclusive and Concurrent Legislative Lists of the 
1999 Constitution, it is  a residual matter and only the states can legislate on it. Moreover 
that section 20 of the 1999 Constitution which the 1st defendant relied on must be 
confirmed to pure matters of environment and not by extension to matters of pure town and 
regional planning. Uwaifo JSC, rejecting the argument of the AG Federation stated as 
follows: 

I have endeavoured to show all these laws that it was never the intention that 
environmental matters could involve the National Assembly in proposing physical 
planning laws in Nigeria by virtue of a provision like that of section 20 of the 1999 
Constitution. It can be seen that the said laws are essentially about how to protect 
and improve the environment and safeguard the water, air and land, forest and 
wildlife of Nigeria. This can by no means include or involve, in respect of land, 
physical town and regional planning as a means to “safeguard” land. It has been 
shown in this judgment what discussions and considerations led to the formulation 
of the text of section 20 which for the first time in the constitutional history of Nigeria 
came to be inserted in the Constitution under the Principles of State Policy. The 
Constitutional Conference Committee’s discussion, recommendation and resolution 
on the subject make it clear beyond argument that it was after deliberating such 
purely environmental matters as afforestation, reforestation, devastation through 
mining activities, desertification, disasters and emergencies commission and the 
federal environmental protection etc. that the Committee came up with that 
provision.30 
Kalgo JSC, similarly held that the main object and essence of section 20 of the 

1999 Constitution is to protect the external surroundings of the people and ensure that they 
                                                             
29 The Supreme Court unanimously granted the claims in part, with Uwais, CJN (as he then was), Ayoola and Tobi, JJSC 
expressing minority views on some reliefs 
30 9op cit.) at p. 186, paras. D-H 
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live in a safe and secure atmosphere free from any danger to their health or other 
conveniences and it does not appear to involve the way people plan their buildings or 
develop the land they occupy.31 Their Lordships further stated that section 20 is meant to 
support such laws as the Federal Environmental Protection Agency Act, the Harmful 
Wastes (Special Criminal Provisions) Act, the Environmental Impact Assessment, Act the 
National Environmental Protection (Pollution Abatement in Industries and Facilities 
Generating Wastes) Regulations 1991 etc. and that these laws and regulations are more in 
tune with section 20 of the 1999 Constitution. 

The Lordships relied on several factors in arriving at the conclusion that 
environmental matters are not directly concerned with the physical developmental planning 
of land use conceptions. These included the definition of environment32; the deliberation on 
environment by the Constitutional Conference; the general perspective and scope of the 
above mentioned laws on environment (whose scope and perspective differs from the 
scope and perspective of the Urban and Regional Planning Decree) and the very aim of 
section 20. 

While it is correct that section 20 of the 1999 Constitution is directed primarily at 
environmental protection and does not encompass physical planning and development, 
environmental considerations play a vital role in urban and regional development and 
physical planning. Town planners undoubtedly need to provide for green areas in cities; 
industrial areas that are prone to pollution should of necessity be sited away from 
residential areas; and telecommunication masts and installations that emit radioactive 
waves should not be sited in residential areas. Thus, planning regulation may also be used 
as an instrument of protecting and enhancing the environment.33 This important point was 
made by the learned justices of the Supreme Court as follows:- 

… town and country planning may be influence by environmental laws in 
appropriate circumstances. If, for instance, an environmental law is directed at 
preserving the beauty of an elegant landscape, or the existing archaeological or 
architectural works or monuments or historic or artistic interests, relevant town and 
country planning laws must take account of such a law. It must be expected that the 
operators of town and country planning will have to comply with such directions 
given by the appropriate authority in charge of environment to meet the objectives. 
That is the essence of the Environmental Impact Assessment Decree No. 86 of 
1992…Again land can be safeguarded by relevant environmental laws which may 
prohibit any activities on land that could lead to, say landslide or erosion or land 
pollution with toxic waste with its catastrophic effect. And by similar laws for the 

                                                             
31 Per Kalgo JSC, pp. 159-160, paras. H-A; 161- 162, paras. B-A 
32 The court defined ‘environment’ as ‘the natural conditions , for example land, air and water, in which people, animal and plant 
live’. 
33 This is reflected in Halsbury’s Laws of England (4th Edition) Vol. 46, para 1 (quoted in Attorney-General of Lagos State (op cit.) 
per Ayoola JSC at p. 229, para. H) that- 

The town and country planning system is designed to regulate the development and use of land in the public interest; 
and it is an important instrument for protecting and enhancing the environment in town and country… 

 It remains the opinion of this writer that protection of the environment is nevertheless not the core objective of town and 
planning regulations but is anciliary to the main objective (it acts more like a guide in the fulfillment of the core objective). 
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purpose of the reclamation and rehabilitation of devastated land and environment, 
and to safeguard land against desertification and effect of indiscriminate burning 
activities. It is in the light of all these that the scope of section 20 of the Constitution 
should be ascertained.34 
 
On this ground, the court noted while the roles of the two types of law are 

distinguishable, they are complementary to each other.35 It is therefore imperative that 
urban and regional planning must take account of environmental factors and seek always 
to protect and develop Nigeria’s environment and conserve its biodiversity and promote the 
sustainable development of Nigeria’s natural resources. While the states have residual 
legislative competence in regard to urban and regional planning, such planning must 
conform to federal environmental legislations. While the Supreme Court in the instant case 
commendably set a clear standard on how Federal and State governments should relate on 
physical planning matters, they failed to do so in relation to environmental protection. 

The combined effect of sections 4 (2), Chapter II and item 60 (a) on the Exclusive 
Legislative List of the Constitution and further affirmed by the Supreme Court in Attorney-
General of Ondo State and Attorney General of Lagos State36 is that the Constitution 
has placed the entire Chapter II of the Constitution under the Exclusive Legislative List. 
Thus, if the National Assembly enacts an Act on any aspect of Chapter II, as it did in the 
case of the ICPC Act, the executive arm of government is bound to ensure the 
implementation of such an Act. In this manner the fundamental objectives and directive 
principles can be made effectual and need no longer be dormant or mere declarations. 

Due to the non-inclusion of an environmental right in Chapter IV of the Nigerian 
Constitution, there is a paucity of Nigerian case law based on the environmental right. 
Although the environmental right provided for in Article 24 of the African Charter was cited 
in the Jonah Gbemre case, it did not form the major plank of the legal authorities forming 
the basis of the case but was instead a subsidiary provision to the constitutionally 
recognized rights to life and human dignity. This is in contrast to countries like South Africa 
and Kenya that provide for a fundamental environmental right in their Bill of Rights and with 
numerous decided cases based on the environmental right.37 

The Constitution provides generally for public participation by declaring that “the 
participation by the people in their government shall be ensured in accordance with the 

                                                             
34 (op cit.) at pages 188-190, paras. J-A 
35 A similar view was expressed in the US case of California Coastal Commission v. Granite Rock Co. 480 US 572 (1987) as 
follows:- 
 The line between environmental and land use planning will not always be bright: for example, one may hypothesize a 
state environmental regulation to severe that a particular land use would become commercially impracticable. However, the core 
activity described by each phrase is undoubtedly different. Land use planning in essence chooses particular uses for the land; 
environmental regulation, at its core, does not mandate particular uses of the land, but requires only that, however the land is 
used, damage to the environment is kept within its prescribed limits. 
36 Op cit. 
37 Section 24, Constitution of the Republic of South Africa (as amended). Article 42 of the 2010 Kenyan Constitution. Chapter 
5.4. 
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provisions of the Constitution.”38 Although the provision is contained in Chapter II and non-
justiciable, it could form a basis for public participation in environmental matters. 

 
1.2.2 Environmental Protection against Oil Pollution/ Gas Flaring 

The principal law on Oil and Gas in Nigeria is the Petroleum Act.39 Section 1(1) thereof 
vets in the State, “the entire ownership and control of all petroleum in, under or upon any lands” in 
the country. Section 14 of the same Act defines “petroleum” as: - “mineral oil (or any related 
hydrocarbon) or natural gas as it exists in its natural state in bituminous shales or other stratified 
deposits from which oil can be extracted by destructive distillation”. 

The same section defines “natural gas” as gas obtained from boreholes and wells, and 
consisting primarily of hydrocarbons. This definition does not distinguish between associated and 
non-associated gas. It is however clear from the definition of “petroleum” and “natural gas” in the 
Petroleum Act and the provisions of section 44(3) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution that: - 

“…the entire property in, and control of all minerals, mineral oils and natural 
gas in, under or upon any land in Nigeria or in, under or upon the territorial 
waters and the Exclusive Economic Zone of Nigeria ….vests in the 
Government of the Federation……”. 
 
The consequence of these provisions is that no person may undertake any activity 

for the exploration or production of oil and gas without a written authorization of the Federal 
Government. Such authorization would usually be by the grant of oil prospecting licence 
and/or an oil mining lease. 

Though the ownership of all natural resources in the country are vested in the 
Federal Government by section 44(3) of the 1999 Constitution and is with respect to oil and 
gas resources restated in section 1 of the Petroleum Act, once a party is duly granted a 
licence or other concession under the Petroleum Act the licence or concession becomes a 
piece of property protected by section 44(1) of the same Constitution which provides that: - 

“No immovable property or any interest in an immovable property shall be 
taken possession of compulsorily and no right over or interest in any such 
property shall be acquired compulsorily in any part of Nigeria except in the 
manner and for the purposes prescribed by a law that, among other things: - 
(a) requires the prompt payment of compensation therefore; and (b) gives 
any person claiming such compensation a right of access for the 
determination of his interest in the property and the amount of 
compensation to a court of law or tribunal or body having jurisdiction in that 
part of Nigeria.” 
 
Hence the Government cannot revoke any such concession except for overriding 

public interest. What is more, any notice of revocation must clearly state the reason for the 
revocation and if “public purposes” is stated as the reason the public purposes must be 
spelt out in the notice. These were established requirements concerning landed property 

                                                             
38 Section 14(2) (c ) 1999 Constitution. 
39 Cap. P.10 LFN 2004. 
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rights under the Land Use Act.40 Section 28 of the Land Use Act, (just as section 44 of the 
1999 Constitution states concerning petroleum property rights), which entitles a State 
Governor to revoke a Certificate of Occupancy over any piece of land for an overriding 
public purpose, does not state that the reasons for revocation must be clearly stated in the 
instrument of revocation (Just as the Petroleum Act does not state so) but the Courts as 
watchdogs of the citizen’s rights have implied that requirement. There is no reason why it 
should not cover petroleum property rights. In the case of the Federal Government of 
Nigeria v. Zebra Energy Ltd,41 one of the key issues to be resolved by the High Court, the 
Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court: - Whether the Federal Government can revoke 
unilaterally contracts of allocation of oil blocs under the indigenous Exploration Programme 
following a Review Panel’s recommendation without observing due process of law? 
Agreeing with both the Court of Appeal and the High Court, the Supreme Court finally held 
that oil concessions couldn’t be revoked outside the Petroleum Act. To the extent that the 
award and revocation of Oil Prospecting Licences is a matter for which the terms and 
procedures have been provided in the Petroleum Act and its ancillary legislations like the 
Petroleum (Drilling and Production) Regulations 1969 as amended in 1996 and 1998. 
Hence the contract was clearly a statutory one and parties were bound to abide by the 
provisions of the Act in revoking any contract including the licence. 

On the whole, the above case42 affirmed the resolve of Nigerian courts to tread the 
path of due process of law, justice and predictability of principles of fairness etc as against 
government’s claim of bare expediencies. 

The main provision on pollution control is Regulation 25 of the 1969 Petroleum 
(Drilling and Production) Regulations, which requests all licensees and lessees to adopt all 
precautions to prevent pollution of the environment and where any such pollution occurs, to 
take prompt steps to control and if possible end it. Freedom of navigation and fishing rights 
are also safeguarded under the above regulation. Where the operations of a licensee 
unreasonably interferes with the exercise of fishing rights, he is obliged to pay adequate 
compensation to any person whose rights are so injured. Similarly, the indiscriminate and 
reckless cutting of trees by oil operators is forbidden by the regulations. For instance, a 
licensee or lessee shall not cut or take any tree protected by law including all trees in forest 
reserve, except by the express permission of the authority. 

Further, the Petroleum Act prescribes sanctions for the enforcement of all 
obligations. The Director of Petroleum Resources of the Federal Ministry of Petroleum is 
authorized under the Act to express general supervision over all operations carried out 
under that enactment. In doing so, he is empowered to enforce the provisions of the Act 
and its subsidiary legislations made thereunder. 

The legal foundation for pipelines in the Oil and Gas sector of the Nigerian economy 
is critical because pipelines constitute the main means of transportation for both 
international oil and gas trading and delivery to domestic consumers. Accordingly, the Oil 

                                                             
40 Land Use Act, 1978 Cap. L.5 LFN 2004. 
41 (2002) FWLR (Pt.92) 1749 (Court of Appeal Judgement); (2003) FWLR (pt.142) 154 (Supreme Court Judgement) 
42 Ibid. 
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Pipelines Act43 and the Oil and Gas Pipelines Regulations of 1995 govern pipelines 
operations in Nigeria. The Act primarily regulates the survey of routes for oil pipelines and 
the grant of licenses to construct, maintain and operate the pipelines. Under the Act, no 
person other than the holder of a licence shall construct, maintain or operate an oil 
pipeline.44 Application for the grant of an oil pipeline licence is made to the Minister through 
the Department of Petroleum Resources (DPR). However, the route for pipelines must be 
surveyed under the authority of a permit to survey, before application is made for the grant 
of an oil pipeline licence.45 An oil pipeline is defined46 as a pipeline for the conveyance of 
mineral oils, natural gas and any of their derivatives or components, and also any 
substance (including stream and water), used or intended to be used in the production or 
refining or conveying of mineral oils, natural gas, and any of their derivatives or 
components. 

The 1995 Oil and Gas Pipelines Regulations generally provide for standards for 
pipeline design, construction, inspection and testing, environmental protection, operation 
and maintenance guidelines, among other things: - the design of a pipeline shall be such 
that it shall be suitable for the transportation of liquid petroleum, including crude oil, refined 
products, natural gas liquid, condensate and liquefied natural gas;47 the construction work 
for a new pipeline or the replacement of an existing one shall not commence without a prior 
written notice thereof to the Department of Petroleum Resources.48 

The Oil Pipelines Act49 further deals with environmental matters. Sections 14 and 
15 of the Act impose a number of restrictions on the operation of a licence holder. For 
example, a licence holder is barred from constructing such work as would alter the flow of 
water requited for domestic, industrial or irrigational use or as would diminish or restrict the 
quantity of water available for such purpose. Also a licence to construct oil pipelines will not 
authorize the holder to enter, take possession or use any land containing any grave, area, 
tree or thing held to be sacred or the object of veneration. However, the licensee may do so 
with the cogent of the owners, occupiers or person in charge thereof.50 

The pollution of navigable waters in Nigeria with oils is dealt with by the Oil in 
Navigable Waters Act 1968.51 Section 3 of the Act makes it an offence to discharge any oil 
or mixture containing oil into any part of the territorial waters of Nigeria or other navigable 
inland waters from any places on land to a sea going vessel. This prohibition clearly covers 
the operations of petroleum producing companies in Nigeria. In particular, it deals, inter 
alia, with the escape of crude oil from storage facilities or from apparatus for pumping the 

                                                             
43 Cap. O.7 LFN 2004. 
44 Section 7(4) of the Oil Pipelines Act. 
45 Ibid, section 4 and Regulation 1 of the 1995 Regulations. 
46 Ibid, section 11(2) 
47 Regulation 3(1) 
48 Regulation 5(a) 
49 Cap. O.7 LFN 2004 
50 Ibid Section 16 
51 Cap. O.6 LFN 2004. 
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crude into ocean tankers at oil terminal. Offenders under this section are punishable by 
fines by a High Court or summary trial by an inferior court.52 

The public or private sector of the economy shall not undertake, embark or 
authorize projects or activities without prior consideration, at an early stage, of their 
environmental effects. Where the extent, nature or location of a proposed project or activity 
is such that is likely to significantly affect the environment impact shall be undertaken in 
accordance with the provisions of the Environmental provisions of the Environmental 
Impact Assessment Act (EIA) 1992.53 The Schedule to the EIA Act sets out a list of 
activities on which EIA must be carried out. Oil and Gas field development, construction of 
offshore pipelines in excess of 50km in length, construction of oil and gas separation, 
processing, handling and storage facilities, and construction of product deports for the 
storage of petrol, gas or diesel, which are located within 3km of any commercial, industrial 
or residential areas and which have a combined storage capacity of 60,000 barrels or 
more, are on the list of mandatory study activities.54 

In addition to the economic loss of revenue to the nation, gas flaring’s negative 
impact on the environment and health of citizens is very disturbing. Accordingly, the 
Criminal Code Act55 makes it a punishable offence when it provides under section 234 that 
any person, who violates the atmosphere in any place so as to make it noxious, is guilty of 
a misdemeanor and liable to imprisonment for six months. 

Efforts by successive administrations to curb gas flaring in Nigeria have been 
largely on setting target dates for zero gas flare through systematic and gradual reduction 
of the gas being flared by embarking on conscious gas utilization programme.56 The 
Associated Gas Re-injection Act57 was promulgated in 1979 as a legal framework for gas 
utilization and applies to both land and the Exclusive Economic Zone. It imposes a duty on 
oil producing companies to submit, not later than 1st April 1980 a preliminary programme 
for: - (a) schemes for the viable utilization of all associated gas produced from a field(s); (b) 
project(s) to re-inject all gas produced in association with oil but not utilized in an industrial 
project.58 The Act further imposed a duty on the company to submit detailed plans for the 
implementation of programmes relating to the re-injection of all produced associated gas or 
schemes for its viable utilization not later than the 1st day of October 1980.59 The act also 
stipulated that no company should flare gas after the 1st day of 1984 without the written 
permission of the Minister.60 A penalty of forfeiture61 of concessions and the Minister’s 
discretion to order the withholding of all or part of any entitlement of any offender, is 
stipulated. 

                                                             
52 Ibid section 3. 
53 Section 2(1) an (2) E.I.A. Act 1992 Cap.E.12 LFN 2004. 
54 Ibid, Paragraph 12 schedule. 
55 Cap.C.38 LFN 2004. 
56 The latest deadline is January 2010 from 2009. 
57 Cap. A.25 LFN 2004. 
58 Ibid section 1(a) and (b). 
59 Ibid section 2(1). 
60 Ibid section 3(1). 
61 Ibid section 4(1) and (2). 
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However, section 3(2) of the above Act provided that: - “Where the Minister is 
satisfied after 1st of January 1984 that utilization or re-injection of the produced gas is not 
appropriate or feasible in a particular field(s), he may issue a certificate in that respect 
specifying such terms and conditions, for the continued flaring of gas in the particular 
field(s)”. 

Practical implementation of the above law because problematic due numerous 
problems, including the huge financial implications in gas re-injection and the lack of 
infrastructural facility.62 Accordingly, the deadline to end gas flaring was extended to 1st day 
of January 1985 resulting into the passage of the Associated Gas Re-injection (Continued 
Flaring of Gas) Regulations which came into force on 1st January 1985. The Associated 
Gas Re-Injection Act was amended in 1985 to empower the Minister to authorize, and 
thereby legalize gas flaring, however wasteful or dangerous it could have been. The 
Minister is permitted, where in his own judgement, it is either inappropriate or infeasible to 
utilize or re-inject associated gas in any field(s), to issue a certificate specifying such terms 
and conditions a he may at his discretion choose to impose for continued flaring of gas in 
such field(s). In the alternative, a company engaged in oil and gas production may be 
permitted to continue to flare gas subject to payment of sums as the Minister may from time 
to time prescribe for every 28.317 Standard Cubic Metre of flared gas.63 Oil and gas 
operators make payment for such permitted flares in the same manner, and subject to the 
same procedure stipulated for the payment of royalties to the Federal Government. 

Having realized that the absence of an enabling environment for gas utilization was 
responsible for the lack of genuine willingness by the joint venture operating companies 
and third parties to invest in gas based projects, the Federal Government offered some 
fiscal incentives to investors. This became necessary in view of the capital intensiveness of 
gas projects and pricing problems. The Nigeria LNG (Fiscal Incentives, Guarantees and 
Assurances) Act Cap.N.87 LFN 200464 which offered amongst other things, a tax relief 
period of 10 years to the Nigeria LNG Limited; the company is subject to tax under the 
provisions of the Company Income Tax Act;65 the authorized and issued share capital as 
denominated in United States dollars; it allows a full deduction of interests on loans for tax 
purposes; it exempts the company; its contractors and sub-contractors from the payment of 
import duties. The above 1990 Decree now an Act was amended in 1993 by the Nigeria 
LNG (Fiscal Incentives, Guarantees and Assurances) Amendment Act No. 113 of 1993. 
The 1992 Associated Gas Utilization Fiscal Incentives, which allows, among other things, 
capital investments in gathering, treating and brining associated gas into a usable form to 
be offset against crude oil tax liabilities. Also, the applicable tax rate became 40% instead 
of 85% stipulate in the Petroleum Tax Act. 

                                                             
62 For a detail analysis see Akaakar F.O., “The Law and Natural Gas Development in Nigeria” in Natural Gas: - The Energy for 
the Next Millennium. Proceedings of the 29th Annual Conference of the Nigerian Society of Chemical Engineers November 1999, 
at pp.201-210. 
63 Section 3(2)(a) Associated Gas Reinjection (Amendment) Act 1985. 
64 Cap.N.87 LFN 2004. 
65 Cap.C.21 LFN 2004 as amended in 2007 by Act No.11. 
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The Petroleum Profits Tax (Amendment) Act66 aims at ensuring the collection of the 
tax imposed upon the profit made from the winning petroleum. In other words, it is meant to 
apply to the taxation of the assessed incomes of companies engage in liquefied natural gas 
operation. It is the Federal Board of Inland Revenue (FBIR) that is charged with the 
responsibility for ascertaining what these profits or income are, as well as the duty of 
imposition and collection of taxes thereon. 

 
The National Oil Spill Detection and Response Agency (NOSDRA) is an initiative of 

the Federal Ministry of Environment, and was approved by the Federal Executive Council 
of Nigeria in 2003. The Agency is to manage the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan 
(NOSCP) and take responsibility for detection and clean up of any oil spill in Nigeria.67 The 
draft of the NOSCP has also been forwarded to the Federal Executive Council for approval. 

The Agency is to be established as a body corporate with perpetual 
succession.68 Its general and special functions are inter-alia to.69 

 Be responsible for surveillance and ensure compliance with all existing 
environmental legislation and the detection of oil spills in the petroleum 
sector; 

 Receive reports of oil spillages and co-ordinate oil spill response activities 
throughout Nigeria; 

 Co-ordinate the implementation of NOSCP as may be formulated, from time 
to time, by the Federal Government; 

 Co-ordinate the implementation of NOSCP for the removal of hazardous 
substances as may be issued by the Federal Government; 

 Ensure the co-ordination and implementation of the NOSCP within Nigeria 
including within 200 nautical miles from the baseline for which the breath of 
the territorial waters of Nigeria is measured; 

 Undertake surveillance, reporting, alerting and other response activities as 
they relate to oil spillages; 

 Encourage regional co-operation among member States of West African sub-
region and in the Gulf of Guinea for combating oil spillage in Nigeria’s 
contiguous waters. 

The Agency’s functions and the powers of the Director-General under Section 7 (g) 
(ii) are sufficiently wide such that it should be able to meaningfully and effectively discharge 
its duties. In the context of its enabling instruments, it must also be able to identify as part 
of its response program and oil spill policies, the need for restoration of ecosystems. In this 
regard, it must be able to:- 

                                                             
66 Cap.P.13 LFN 2004. 
67 The enabling Act for NOSDRA is the National Oil Spillage Detection and Responses Agency (Establishment) Act, 2006. The 
Establishment of NOSDRA and preparation of the NOSCP is in compliance with the International Convention on Oil Pollution 
Preparedness, Response and Co-operation (OPRC 90) to which Nigeria is a signatory. Since its establishment, the Agency has 
set-up Zonal offices in Port Harcourt and Warri. Efforts are under way to set-up similar offices in Lagos, Kaduna and Eket. 
68 S. 1 (2) of NOSDRA Act. 
69 Ibid., ss.6 and 7 of NOSDRA Act 
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 Develop as part of its contingency plan a programme for the protection of 
flora and fauna; 

 Establish rescue and rehabilitation facilities; 
 Establish appropriate funding for a network of rescue and rehabilitation 

facilities; 
 Assess injuries to natural resources from oil pollution (past and present); 

and  
 Develop restoration plans to compensate for adversely affected wildlife 

resources and habitats. 
If degraded systems are not restored, they can never be safe for occupation by 

humans, plants and wildlife. Prevention and control of soil will be insufficient in the absence 
of ecosystem restoration and will amount to giving a narrow focus to the control of oil 
spillage. 

The Agency also exercise broad powers through relevant departments of the 
Ministries of Health, Transport, Information, Water Resources, Agriculture and Rural 
Development, Aviation, Science and Technology, Defence, National Emergency 
Management Authority and the Nigeria Police to enforce the observance of its policies or 
any environmental law in order to assess extent of damage, provide security, evacuate 
victims of spill and monitor response effort.70 

The Chairman and other members of the Governing Board are appointed by the 
president on the recommendation of the Minister.71 This differs from the proposal in the 
draft Bill which in Section 6 (1) made the appointments subject to the approval of Senate. 
This would have served as a check o the appointment. However, while the Minister 
appropriately may be able to recommend the Chairman and the representative from the 
Ministry of Environment, he ought not to have been saddled with the responsibility of 
nominating the representatives of the federal Ministries and other bodies indicated under 
Section 2 (2) (b). To allow for the independence of these appointees, their appointment 
should be on the recommendation of the relevant ministries or respective agencies. 
Further, it is not clear why the proposal in the draft Bill to have representatives of the oil 
producing States and two persons from non-governmental organizations on the Board was 
jettisoned. These are primary stakeholders and their inclusion would have further 
strengthened the Board. 

The way the Governing Board of the Agency is composed will allow for the 
development of some measure of effective communication and cooperation. The 
stakeholders involved will not only be able to share information, plan and decide policies of 
the Agency, they will also ensure that their respective decision-making authorities are 
aware of factors that will impact on the functions of the Agency and be able to develop 
early consensus. Presumably, if everyone agrees to the policies being applied, there will be 
little argument about results after the fact and therefore, few instances of reviewing the 
efficacy of programs after their application. 

                                                             
70 Ibid., ss.7 (g) (ii), 19 (1), (2) and Second Schedule. 
71 Ibid., s.2 (4) 
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Of significance is the provision of section 9 (1) (c ) of the draft Bill to the effect that 
the Director- General of the Agency shall be an officer equivalent to the rank of a Chief 
Executive Officer in the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation. The NNPC (or its 
subsidiary) is a major shareholder in all the major oil and gas projects. If a regulatory 
Agency is to achieve such in terms of regulating the NNPC and its partners therefore, its 
Chief Executive and Accounting Officer must not be subordinate to that f the NNPC. For 
reasons known only to the legislator, this provision has been jettisoned. 

To prosecute its functions, the Agency is expected to maintain a fund which shall 
consist of the take-off grant from the Federal Government; annual subvention from the 
consolidated revenue; counter-part funding as mazy be provided by the State or Local 
Government; loans and grants from national, bilateral and multilateral agencies; and other 
internally generated revenues.72 The Agency also has power to accept gifts.73 It must be 
emphasized that the Agency will only be able to function effectively if it is properly funded. 

As at January, 2008, there were reports that the Agency has succeeded in locating 
more than 1, 150 oil spill sites abandoned by various oil companies operating within the 
Niger Delta. These spillage sites are now being restored to their natural form, with 
certificate of remediation issued by the affected oil firms.74 For effectiveness, it is expected 
that other stakeholders would be involved with steps towards remediation in order to 
ensure that same is properly done. An issue of concern is the disclosure by the Director-
General of NOSDRA to the Senate committee on Environment and Ecology that NOSDRA 
is having a clash of functions with the Department of Petroleum Resources. This should not 
be the case in view of the clear provision of Section 19 (2) that NOSDRA shall act as the 
Lead Agency for all matters relating to oil spills response management. If due care is not 
taken to find a lasting solution to this, it portends grave danger for the effectiveness of 
NOSDRA.75 

The Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC)76 was formed as a 
regulatory/supervisory agency in the oil and gas sector through the merger of the then 
Nigerian National Oil Corporation (NNOC) and the Ministry of Petroleum Resources in April 
1997. The NNPC was given powers and operational interests in refining, petro-chemicals 
and products transportation as well as marketing. This was in addition to exploration and 
production activities carried out mainly offshore Niger Delta by its forerunner, the NNOC. 

There is lack of transparency and accountability in the management of revenues 
from the petroleum sector. Part of this is now been addressed by the NEITI Act 2007. 
There are no records of the level of production: how much is produced and by who, how 
much is sold at what rate? How much do companies give to government? This opacity has 

                                                             
72 Ibid., s. 11 
73 Ibid., s. 15 
74 BBC Monitoring Africa, ‘Nigeria: Oil Spill Detection Agency Discovers 1, 150 “Abandoned” sites, THISDAY Website, Lagos 25 
January, 2008 http://www.redorbit.com/news/science/1231158 nigeria_oil_spill_detection_agency_discov accessed 5 February, 
2008. Going by that report remediation certificates have been issued to 15 oil spillage sites belonging to Addax Petroleum and 
254 sites belonging to Shell Petroleum Development Company (SPDC). 
75 Agencies such as NOSDRA and DPR should have an orientation of genuine cooperation. Their core values should be 
enhance equity, efficiency, participatory decision-making, sustainability and accountability. 
76 See NNPC Act Cap. N.123 LFN 2004 as amended by Act No. 35, 2007. 

http://www.redorbit.com/news/science/1231158
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made people to distrust government and believe that it has been squandering national 
revenue without commensurate outputs. 

The aim of the NEITI Act No. 36 2007 is basically to promote transparency, 
accountability and effective utilization of oil revenue. It provides for the establishment of a 
NEITI secretariat headed by an appointed executive director working with a Governing 
Board whose functions include: 
 Ensuring due process and transparency in the payments made by all extractive industry 

companies to the federal government and all statutory recipients. 
 Monitor and ensure accountability in the revenues receipts from of the Federal 

Government from extractive industry companies. 
 Eliminating all forms of corrupt practices in the determination, payments, receipt to and 

posing of revenues to the Federal Government from extractive industry companies. 
 Ensure transparency and accountability by government in the application of resources 

from payments received from extractive industry companies. 
 Ensure conforming with the principles of extractive industry transparency initiative (EITI) 

in all activities relating to mining. 
The most recent is the Nigeria Oil and Gas Industry Content Development Act 2010 

which was signed into law in April, 2010. The Act provides that Nigerian companies must 
be primary consideration in the award of oil blocks, oilfield licenses, oil lifting licences and 
any other contract available in the Nigerian oil industry. It also requires all companies 
seeking for license in the oil and gas sector to provide a plan for a Nigerian local content in 
terms of employment, procurement and use of local resources. The Act established the 
Nigerian Content Development Agency which has the following responsibility of putting in 
place a framework for continuous growth of Nigerian Content in the Nigerian Economy 
through a balanced programme of planning, target setting, monitoring, stimulating 
employment, improving contractor capability and capacity, while ensuring international 
competitiveness of the materials, equipment and services provided by Nigerian companies. 

The Petroleum Industry Bill has been before the National Assembly for sometime 
now. The bill was initiated by the executive in 2007 and has been having a rough time at 
the Legislature. The bill proposes to bring the entire Oil and Gas Industry under one legal 
framework by repealing existing laws governing the administration of the Industry in the 
country. 

The PIB in essence is therefore a reform legislation which aims to put in place of 
the existing myriad of legislative and administrative instruments governing the petroleum 
industry one omnibus legislation that establishes clear rules, procedures and institutions for 
the administration of the petroleum industry in Nigeria. 

The Bill segments the industry into three, namely upstream and downstream. 
Downstream relates to the loading, transportation, supply and delivery of petroleum 
products for use by end users as well as storage and operation of depots in the country. 
Upstream relate to the prospecting and production of crude oil while the midstream deals 
with areas not covered by either the upstream or downstream. 
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Each of these requires the minister to license an operator. In accordance with the 
proposed segmentation, the bill makes provision for different regulatory bodies. These 
include: 

1. National Petroleum Directorate as the policy making organ of the sector. 
2. National Petroleum Inspectorate as the technical regulator with responsibility for 

issuing licensing to: 
a. Establish, construct and maintain a processing plant 
b. Establish, construct and maintain a petroleum transportation pipeline 
c. Establish, construct and maintain a petroleum transportation network. 

3. Petroleum Products Regulatory Authority as commercial regulator for the 
downstream sector operations 

4. National Petroleum Assets Management Agency as cost regulator for upstream 
operations 

5. National Petroleum Research Centre drive research and innovation in the 
sector 

6. Petroleum Development Fund to support research and development as well as 
manpower training in the oil and gas sector. 

7. Petroleum Equalization Fund 
8. Petroleum Training Institute to support manpower development for the sector 
9. NNPC Limited as a commercial entity to undertake business in the sector for 

the government. This is to a succession organization to the NNPC. 
One of the provisions of the Bill is aimed at empowering Nigerians both as 

employees and business people by the provision for local content. The specific article in Bill 
provides that within ten years from the grant of lease – (i) the number of citizens of Nigeria 
employed by him in connection with the lease in managerial, professional and supervisory 
grades (or any corresponding grades designated by him in a manner approved by the 
minister) shall reach at least 75% of the total number of persons employed by him in those 
grades; and (ii) the number of citizens of Nigeria in any one such grade shall be not less 
than 60% of the total; and 

No project or license would be approved without a comprehensive Local Nigerian 
Content Plan by the applicant. The Nigerian Content Plan should cover the following: 

 the purchase of local goods and services 
 procurement guidelines in order to assist local companies 
 employment of Nigerian citizens 
 training and support programmes 
 research and development efforts 
 means of reporting and verification for the Nigerian Content Plan 

The bill proposes to repeal in part or full the following laws: 
1. Petroleum Act (Cap. 150) 
2. Petroleum Fuel Control Act (Cap. 151 of 1958 Laws of Nigeria) 
3. Section 7 of Petroleum Control Act 1967 
4. Mineral Oils Act (Cap. 120 of 1958 Laws of Nigeria) 
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The Bill like the earlier Petroleum Act, vests the ownership and control of all 
minerals resources in the federal government. In this respect, it is not a departure from the 
earlier law, and this has made it unattractive and deprived it of the support it should get 
from the oil producing communities. It is particularly silent on the principles of derivation. 

Among its other advantages, the Bill will encourage the development of small fields 
with significant low tax incentives of 5% royalty, based on daily oil production. This 
provision is a deliberate effort to encourage Nigerian entrepreneurs to partake in the Oil 
and Gas business. In addition, the local content provision has been incorporated into the 
new law which would require all projects and procurements in the industry to have Nigerian 
content. By this, the purchase of local goods and services in the industry will receive a 
significant boost. In support of this, the PIB makes only 80 percent of foreign costs 
deductible for Nigerian Hydrocarbon Tax purposes. The deregulation of the downstream 
sector coming alongside the reform is also expected to stimulate economic activities in the 
country as new areas of local entrepreneurship skills will be promoted to enhance the 
operation and management of the downstream sector. Another significant element of the 
Bill is the provision of incentives to promote domestic gas utilization in Nigeria. This is 
consistent with the National Gas Master Plan. Article 282, 353, 404-410 of the Master Plan 
highlights the significance of encouraging the use of gas in the domestic market as well as 
ending gas flaring. 

More recently, Justice C.V. Nwokorie of the Federal High Court Benin City of 
Nigeria in Jonah Gbemre v. Shell PDC Ltd and Ors (2005)77 granted leave to the applicant 
to institute these proceedings in a representative capacity for himself and for each and 
every member of the Iweherekan Community in Delta State of Nigeria, and to apply for an 
order enforcing or securing the enforcement of their fundamental human rights to life and 
human dignity as provided by sections 33(1) and 34(1) of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria, 
and reinforced by Articles 4, 16 and 24 of the African Charter on Human an Peoples’ Right 
Cap.A9 Vol. 1, LFN 2004. The Court held that these constitutionally guaranteed rights 
inevitably includes the rights to clean, poison and pollution-free healthy environment. The 
Judge further declared that the actions of the respondents (Shell PDC and NNPC) in 
continuing to flare gas in the course of their oil exploration and production activities in the 
Applicant’s Community is a violation of their fundamental rights. Furthermore, the judge 
ruled that the failure of the companies to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment in 
the said community concerning the effects of their gas flaring activities is a clear violation of 
the E.I.A. Act and has contributed to a further violation of the said environmental rights. The 
judge’s order restrained the respondents from further gas flaring and to take immediate 
steps to stop the further flaring of gas in the community. That the Attorney General should 
ensure the speedy amendment, after due consultation with the Federal Executive Council, 
the Associated Gas Re-Injection Act to be line with Cap.4 of the Constitution on 
Fundamental Human Rights. But the Judge made no award of damages, costs or 
compensation whatsoever. 

                                                             
77 (2005) Suit No. FHC/CS/53/05. 
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This is a landmark judgment in the sense of application of fundamental human 
rights to an environmental case for the first time in Nigeria, consistent with the trend in 
other jurisdictions.78 

Recently, Nigeria domesticated the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships, 1973 and the 1978 Protocol by a (Ratification and Enforcement) Act 
No.15, 2007. The incorporation of these treaties as part of Nigerian Law were meant to 
achieve the following objectives: -  

i. To be given full recognition and effect; 
ii. To have the force of law in Nigeria; 
iii. To be applied by all authorities and persons exercising legislative, executive and 

judicial powers; 
iv. To protect the human environment in general and the marine environment in 

particular from pollution by ships; 
v. To minimize deliberate, negligent or accidental release of oil and other harmful 

substances from ships into the seas and coastal environment;  
vi. To improve further the prevention and control of marine pollution from ships, 

particularly oil tankers.79 
 
 
1.2.2.1 Environmental Guidelines and Standards for the Petroleum Industry (Oil and Gas)80 

In recent time, it can be said that significant efforts are being made by governments 
to establish guidelines, standards and procedures for environmental control in the 
petroleum industry. One of the far reaching initiatives started in 1981 when the Department 
of Petroleum Resources (DPR) relying on authority conferred by existing legislation, issued 
interim guidelines concerning the monitoring, handling, treatment and disposal of effluents, 
oil spills and chemicals drilling mud and drill cuttings by lessees and oil operators. The 
Environmental Guidelines and Standards for Petroleum Industry in Nigeria (EGASPIN) 
which was first issued in 1991 and subsequently revised in 2002 has the following as its 
objectives: 

 Establish guidelines and standards for the environmental quality control of the 
petroleum industry taking into account existing local conditions and planned 
programmes; 

 Provide, in one volume a comprehensive integrated document on pollution 
abatement technology, guidelines and standards for the Nigerian petroleum 
Industry; 

 Standardize the environmental pollution abatement and monitoring procedures, 
including the analytical methods for various parameters. 

                                                             
78 Ladan M.T., Biodiversity, Environmental Litigation, Human Rights and Access to Environmental Justice: - A case study of 
Nigeria(2007): - Faith Publishers, Zaria Nigeria at p.78. 
79 Sections 1 and 2 of International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973 and the 1978 Protocol 
(Ratification and Enforcement) Act No.15, 2007. 
80 1991 (as revised in 2002) 
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In order to effectively evaluate and monitor the discharge into the environment, the 
petroleum industry is divided into six stages of operations, namely, exploration, production, 
terminal operation, hydrocarbon processing, oil transportation and marketing operations. It 
will suffice to state that out of three basic regulatory standards, namely, the effluent or end-
of-the-pipe, management practices, and ambient quality standards, the first two sets of 
standards have been adopted while the third is being developed. 

The rationale for the development was that effluent or end-of-the-pipe standards 
provide some flexibility and knowledge of the type of materials to be discharged and also 
the choice of technology available to control pollutants. Furthermore, there are a lot of 
variations in the management practices of the petroleum industry. 

However, ambient quality standards require detailed and comprehensive ecological 
data that are characteristic of the Nigerian conditions, which are currently not available but 
are beginning to accumulate in the literature. 

It is pertinent to mention that although EGASPIN made clear that revisions and 
amendments to the guidelines and standards shall be issued as and when necessary, it 
also expressly noted that the guidelines and standards shall not absolve the operator or 
licensee from complying with other relevant laws and regulations. At this stage, the key 
issue is to review the mechanisms EGASPIN has placed on ground in aid of restoration of 
the environment. 

Under Part II81 paragraph of EGASPIN, licensees and operators for the purpose of 
environmental audits reviews are required to conduct environmental practices and 
assessing compliance with the management system and regulatory requirements. In the 
case of spill prevention and counter measures plan, it is also required that drilling 
operations shall have comprehensive spill prevention and counter measure plans, 
approved by the Director of Petroleum  Resources. 

By paragraph 5.1.1,82 all spillage of crude oil/chemical/oil product shall be reported 
to the Director of petroleum Resources in accordance with the Oil Spillage/Notification 
Reporting Format ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’.83 In addition, a joint Spillage Investment (JSI) team, 
comprising of the Licensee/Operator/Spiller, Community and DPR shall be constituted 
within 24 hours of spillage notification to investigate the spillage. 

Paragraph 5.1.2 makes provisions for crude oil/ chemical spillage and 
contamination clean-up certification. Under this head, clean-up efforts for all inland and 
near shore spillage of crude oil, product and chemicals, shall be subjected to clean-up 
certification as provided for in the oil/chemical spill/contamination clean-up certification 
forms.84 The Director of Petroleum Resources is the appropriate authority to grant approval 

                                                             
81 Part II deals with Exploration and Development Operations. In Nigeria, these activities may be found onshore, shallow 
(including swamps, coastal waters, estuaries, rivers etc.) and deep offshore waters. These physical locations influence the 
manner in which the operations are conducted, and the effluents are treated and discharged. Paragraph A (3) restates the main 
purpose of that segment as being to establish an effective uniform monitoring and control programme for the discharges arising 
from oil exploration and development and to ensure compliance with sound and efficient environmental management by oil 
operations. 
82 Part II, ibid 
83 The relevant forms are schedules A, B and C of this work. 
84 The relevant forms are schedules E and F of this work. 
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for any remediation/rehabilitation method that would be used to clean-up/restore impacted 
sites. To further aid the management control of environmental practices under this 
provision, Licensees/Operators are required to keep a register of Potentially Polluted Sites 
(PPS) or Past Impacted Sites (PIS). Such sites are to be cleaned up remediated and 
certified accordingly by the Department of Petroleum Resources. 

Part III, deals with Production and Operation while Parts IV, V, VI and VII deal with 
Terminal Operations, Hydrocarbon Processing Operations, Oil and Gas Transportation, 
and Marketing Operations respectively. In all of these Parts, the approach towards 
environmental management particularly as relating to spill prevention and counter 
measures plan are similar to what obtain under Part II. The only addition to Part V is that 
the DPR is further required to take necessary and appropriate action to safeguard human 
health and welfare if, in the event of a disaster or emergency arising from spillage of any of 
those chemicals/ material which is likely to affect and/or impact a third party, the response 
by the licensee is inadequate. All expenses reasonably incurred shall in consonance with 
the polluter pay principle be recovered from the licensee. 

Part VIII of EGASPIN which provides for Standardization of Environmental 
Abatement Procedures started out first acknowledging that the continued development of 
the oil industry in Nigeria has revealed a need to plan, protect and enhance prudently the 
environmental resources in the areas of oil operation for a better and healthier environment 
for man. It predicated this on studies carried out in the country which have indicated that 
subtle changes occurring in our aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems correlate with petroleum 
activities and that cultural and historic resources are also affected. The conclusion on this is 
the necessity for government to have a programme that attempts to protect, restore and/or 
clean-up the environment to an acceptable level. Government must also properly plan for 
and monitor new installations or projects to prevent degradation of the environment. 

Paragraph 1.3 of Part VIII identified the two tools to be used in achieving the goals 
of Part VIII, namely, Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIA)85 AND Environmental 
Evaluation (post-impact) Report (EER). 

The aim of EIA is to assess the environmental impacts of a proposed action plan, 
rather than justification for decisions already made, while the aim of EER is to evaluate the 
already ‘polluted’ or ‘impacted’ environment to enable the government determine how good 
or bad the recipient environment is, so as to decide and design strategies for protection and 
restoration. Both the EIA and EER are to be additional tools to complement the main tools 
that were hitherto in use in the enforcement of regulatory requirements within the oil 
industry, namely, (a) compliance monitoring; (b) revocation of licenses and leases; (c) 
sanctions (fines); (d) compensation; and (e) issuance of some interim guidelines on waste 
discharges. 

                                                             
85 For a detailed discussions of the challenges facing EIA in a development nation. See ibid, Biswas A.K. and Agarwala S.B.C. 
(eds.) /91992) Environmental Impact Assessment for Developing Countries, Butter-Worth- Heinemann, Oxford. Looking at the 
way Part VIII of EGASPIN requires EIA and EEA to be structured, it is apparent that the requirements are comprehensive . 
whether these detailed provisions are being compiled with and implemented to give effectiveness is however another issue 
altogether. 
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Part B of the Part VIII covers contingency planning for the prevention, control and 
combating of oil and hazardous substances spills. It requires all operators in the petroleum 
industry to compile in a document its orderly arrangement of events to contain and control 
oil spill incidents (Oil Spill Contingency Plan). This must be submitted for approval by the 
Director of Petroleum Resources. The Oil Spill Contingency Plan has three basic functions: 

 To ensure that the environment is protected; 
 To ensure that manpower, equipment and funds are available to effectively 

contain and clean-up oil spills; and 
 To ensure that good record-keeping is maintained and accurate information 

concerning the spills is disseminated to the public and government. 
The content of the Oil Spill Contingency Plan must also reflect statement on the 

following: policy on pollution, prevention and management among others; purpose and 
objectives of the oil spill contingency plan as it affects the operator’s operations; description 
of facilities and areas of operations;86 organization chart of the responses team showing 
chain of command for the spill control together with responsibilities of the principle staff, a 
plan of equipment content which should contain a minimum number appropriate 
containment equipment that can effectively be used in the environment within which the 
facility operated; a containment procedure and clean –up of spills; contemporary 
communication network system linking all facilities owned and operated by the operator;87 
the disposal plan for oil and debris; the press release procedure; procedure for accurate 
recording of oil spill and cost of clean-up; and procedure for remediation/rehabilitation of 
affected area. 

Part VIII is very categorical that the responsibility to restore to as much as possible 
the original state of any impacted environment is that of the spiller.88 Any restorative 
process to be embarked upon shall adequately evaluate the biological sensitivities of the 
impacted environment. In a situation where a sensitive environment is impacted, it shall be 
required that a post spill impact assessment study be conducted to determine the extent of 
damage and estimated duration for complete recovery of such an environment. 

Any operator or owner of a facility that is responsible for a spill that results in impact 
to an environment shall be required to monitor the impacted environment alongside the 
restorative activities. The restorative process shall attempt to achieve acceptable minimum 
oil content and other target values (quality levels ultimately aimed for) for BTEX, metals and 
poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAHS) in the impacted environment. 

 For all waters, there shall be no visible oil sheen after the first 30 days of the 
occurrence of the spill no matter the extent of the spill; 

 For swamp areas, there shall not be any sign of oil stain within the first 60 days 
of occurrence of the incident; 

                                                             
86 On this point, the operator is expected beforehand to identify all sensitive areas that should be protected in the event of a spill. 
Mandatorily, the operator is also expected to locate all potential sources of spills from the facility(ies) among other things. 
87 This segment of the plan shall detail specific internal procedure for informing personnel within organizational chart and 
procedure for reporting the spill to outside bodies. 
88 See item 2.11 of paragraph B of Part VIII. 
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 For land/sediment, the quality levels ultimately aimed for (target value), is 
50mg/kg, of oil content. 

Where chemicals are intended for use for oil spill within Nigeria and its territorial 
waters (with the exception of coastal and inland waters), such chemicals must be certified 
by the Director, Petroleum Resources prior to its use.89 

With respect to mystery spills (i.e. spills of unknown origin),90 Part VIII provides that 
an operator is to be responsible for the containment and recovery of any spill discovered 
within his operational area, whether or not its source is known. The operator is required to 
take prompt adequate steps to contain, remove and dispose of the spill. Where it is proven 
beyond doubts that an operator has incurred cost in cleaning up a spill for which he is not 
responsible, the operator shall be reasonably compensated, up to the extent of recovering 
all damages caused by the spill, through funds established by the Government or oil 
industry for that purpose. 

In the control of oil spillages that impact underground water, Item 6 paragraph B of 
Part VIII requires the licensee or operator to inform the Director of Petroleum Resources 
within 24 hours and simultaneously activate an Initial Remedial Action (IRA) plan, to 
prevent contaminant migration. Such initial remedial action shall be approved by the 
Director, Petroleum Resources. 

The licensee or operator is also required to assess, on site-specific basis, the 
contamination by identifying the source, plume location migration, and the possible 
receptors, within one (1) month of the occurrence. The licensee or operator shall then 
institute recovery, treatment, monitoring and rehabilitation programmes as approved by the 
Director of Petroleum Resources. The Director of Petroleum Resources reserves the right 
to take necessary and appropriate action to safeguard human health and welfare when 
such spillages, leakages and contamination occur and/or when the response by the 
licensee or operator is inadequate. Where this happens, all expenses reasonably so 
incurred shall be recovered from the licensee or operator. 

Paragraph B of Part VIII closed up with a liability and compensation regime which 
stipulates that a spiller shall be liable for the damage from a spill for which he is 
responsible. Where more than one spiller is responsible, then, the liability shall be joint and 
several. Settlement for damages and compensation shall be determined by direct 
negotiation between operator(s) and landlord(s), and where direct settlement fails such 
other methods of settlement like arbitration or legal adjudication shall apply. The 
Compensation Tribunal shall determine the quantum of compensation payable where 
arbitration is employed. 

Part IX of EGASPIN deals with implementation enforcement, powers and sanctions. 
In this respect, it establishes a phased schedule of implementation for both existing and 
new point sources and also for that registration. For the purpose of enforcing compliance 
with the provisions of the Guidelines and Standards paragraph 4 of part IX recognized that 
this shall be done by an authorized inspector. Although EGASPIN did not define who is an 

                                                             
89 see item 3 of Paragraph b of Part VIII 
90 To make for easy identification of oil spills item 4.2 of Part VIII require every operator to carry out finger printing of its crude on 
field-by-field basis. The results of the finger printing are then to the Director of Petroleum Resources. 
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‘authorised inspector’, it could be surmised from the tenor of the regulations that it is a 
person so recognized or designated by the Department of Petroleum Resources. 

EGASPIN, no doubt, is comprehensive and well intended. Its obvious deficiency 
however, is that all powers of monitoring, compliance and enforcement are centred in and 
around the DPR and the Director of Petroleum Resources without corresponding checks 
and balances. The immediate implication of this is that success or otherwise is wholly 
dependent on the vision of the Director, Petroleum Resources and the extent to which he is 
allowed and equipped to operate. If we are to go by precedent and experience, a situation 
like this is unhealthy and cannot be relied upon to deliver. This issue is further examined in 
other sections of this book.91 

In addition to oil and gas, Nigeria also has nearly one thousand million tones of coal 
reserve at Enugu, the South-Eastern part of the country. The extent of coal located in the 
West and Northern parts of the country is yet to be accurately explored and assessed.92 
The Nigerian Coal Corporation Act93 is the principal legislation regulating the exploitation of 
coal deposits. The mining of coals falls within the exclusive preserve of the Nigerian Coal 
Mining Corporation by virtue of section 4 of the Nigerian Mining Corporation Act,94 which 
additionally spells out the functions of the Corporation, which include working and winning 
the coal in the mines of coal transferred to the Corporation under the Act; and also to work 
and win the coal in which other deposits as may from time to time to made available to the 
Corporation under licence. 

Nigeria is reported to hold some deposits/reserves of uranium, yet remains largely under 
exploited.95 There is currently no specific legislation dealing with uranium exploration, exploitation, 
utilization, licensing and regulation of standards etc. 
 
1.2.2.2 Liability Regime for oil pollution and gas flaring in Nigeria 

Emphasis should also be placed on the latest trend on locus standi and 
enforcement of fundamental human rights in Nigeria. The argument is that access to 
environmental justice by individuals or groups is a fundamental human rights issue 
enforceable under the new 2009 Fundamental Human Rights Rules which liberalises 
the requirement for locus standi in this context. 

 The Fundamental Rights (Enforcement Procedure) Rules, 2009, enjoins the 
courts to encourage and welcome public interest litigations aimed at enforcing 
human rights provisions that are constitutionally enshrined or/and contained in 
the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights96 and other instruments in 
the African Regional Human Rights System. 

To this end, human rights applications for enforcement may be brought by: -   
a) anyone acting in his own interest; or 

                                                             
91 See paragraph 7.017 infra. 
92 See National Energy Policy of Nigeria 2003 in Policies of the Federal republic of Nigeria (1999- 2007) section 8 at pp. 271-2. 
93 Cap. N.95 Vol.11, LFN 2004. 
94 Cap. N.120 LFN 2004. 
95 See Eze O. and Jimmy E.: Electric Power Sector Reforms: Challenges for NEEDS 2 (2007): Social and Economic Rights 
Initiatives, NGO Lagos, Nigeria, at pp. 39-141. 
96 Cap. A.9 LFN 2004 
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b) anyone acting on behalf others; 
c) or anyone acting in public interest; 
d) or any association acting in the interest of its members or others. 

Hence reference to the chain of authorities led by the case of Adesanya is 
today rendered irrelevant by the 2009 Rules enacted by the Chief Justice of Nigeria 
pursuant to section 46(3) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution. 

 
a) Is Oil Pollution in Breach of Statutory Duty Actionable?  

It is possible for an aggrieved person may bring civil suit, say for breach of 
statutory duty in respect of Regulations made pursuant to the power granted by virtue of 
section 9(1) of the Petroleum Act to the Minister in charge of Petroleum concerns largely 
with environmental protection in the petroleum operations. Regulations prohibiting any form 
of oil discharge or pollution of inland waters, rivers, water courses etc in Nigeria include the 
following: - Regulations 13, 25, 66 (1)-(2), 67, 69 and 104 of the Petroleum Regulations; 
Regulation 7 of the Mineral Oils (Safety) Regulations; and Regulations 27 and 38 of the 
Petroleum Refining Regulations. 

  Similar action or suit may be brought by an aggrieved person for breach of statutory 
duty in respect of sections 1, 3, 5 and 7 of the Oil in Navigable Waters Act and Regulations 
2 and 3 of the Oil in Navigable Water Regulations: - which prohibit the discharge of oil or 
oily mixture into Nigerian waters from any vessel, place on land, or any apparatus used for 
transferring oil from or to any vessel is an offence under the Act. 

  Same suit can be brought for a breach of statutory duty under section 6 of the Oil 
Terminal Dues Act which makes the discharge of oil into water at the terminal an offence. 

  Similar suit may be brought for breach of statutory duty in respect of sections 27 
and 28 of the National Environmental Standards and Regulations Enforcement Agency 
(Establishment) Act, (NESREA) 2007 which criminalizes discharge of hazardous 
substances into the air, land or Nigerian waters, unless such person is able to prove that 
the offence was committed without his knowledge or that he exercised due diligence to 
prevent its commission. 

  Similar approach may be taken for breach of statutory duty under section 20 of the 
Harmful Wastes Act with respect to the criminal offence of dumping of hazardous/harmful 
waste in Nigerian environment. 

Finally, an interested person may institute a civil action to move a court to order 
mandamus to compel National Environmental Standards, Regulatory and Enforcement 
Agency (NESREA) under the NESREA Act 2007 to require EIA or to award prohibitory or 
mandatory injunction in respect of projects that have not followed the procedure, guidelines 
or standards of the Environmental Impact Assessment Act. This is by virtue of the functions 
and powers of the NESREA under section 7 and 8 of the 2007 Act. 
b) Defence of Sabotage in the Context of Oil Spillage vs. Knowledge and 

Negligence   
By the provisions of Section 1(1)(a), of the Petroleum Production and Distribution 

(Anti-Sabotage) Act Cap. P.12, Vol. 13, LFN 2004, Sabotage is a willful act or attempt to 
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disrupt or interrupt the production and distribution of oil. It is an act of vandalism on oil 
installations by third parties. 

Therefore, under the civil liability regime, it shall be a defence if the defendant 
can show that the oil spill was a willful act of a third party and that the defendant took 
all reasonably steps to adequately secure the pipelines and provide for effective 
preventive measures against the activities of saboteurs, knowingly or having reason to know 
or ought to know that the defendant’s area of operation is attractive to such saboteurs. 

Emphasis should be placed on the knowledge of the defendant that the ultimate 
consequence of acts of sabotage is the oil spillage, which in turn, pollute the 
environment and cause damage to property etc. When insecured or poorly protected oil 
installations are destroyed or vandalized and pollution occurs, then, the opportunity to claim 
compensation arises. 

Relating to the defence of sabotage under Nigerian Law and the application of the 
principle of Res ipsa loquitur, the following additional authorities/case law need to be 
considered to throw more light on the subject. 

 The onus is on the person alleging negligence to give particulars of the 
negligence and to lead evidence in proof of it. Thus, if a plaintiff alleges 
negligence, unless the facts as pleaded and proved are such that negligence 
will necessary be inferred, in which case those facts give rise to what is called 
res ipsa loquitur, he must give particulars of the alleged negligence in his 
pleadings.97 

 In the case of Anthony Atubn and Ors v. Shell B.P. Development Company of 
Nigeria, the plaintiffs claimed that the defendant caused crude oil, gas and 
chemicals to escape from the pipelines under their control, thereby destroying 
fishes in the lake and their farmland. They claimed that the escape destroyed 
their economic trees and made the waters unfit for human consumption or for 
agricultural purposes. The trial Judge held that as the plaintiff could not show 
that the negligence of the defendant was the proximate cause of the damage, 
their action in negligence must fail.98 

 On the other hand, in Simon Onajoke v. Seismograph Services Ltd, the plaintiff 
brought an action in negligence, claiming that the defendant company damaged 
his building during their blasting operations. Awarding damages to the plaintiff 
for the injury done, the trial Judge said: “the defendant owed a duty to anyone 
(including the plaintiff) whose house was likely to be damaged through the said 
operations to take steps to avoid causing such damages, for example, by 
moving further away and to an areas where explosions were not likely to cause 
such damages.”99 

 The doctrine of res ipsa loquitur literally means, “the thing speaks for itself”. It is 
applicable to actions for injury or death caused by negligence where no proof of 

                                                             
97 U.B.A. Ltd. v. Achoru (1990) 6 NWLR (Pt. 156) 254 SC. Seismograph Services Ltd v. Mark (1993) 7 NWLR (Pt. 304) 203 CA 
98 Anthony Atubn and Ors v. Shell B.P. Development Company of Nigeria, (1974) Suit No. UCH/48/73 Ughelli High Court 
delivered on 12 November 
99 Simon Onajoke v. Seismograph Services Ltd. (1971) Suit No. SHC/28/67, Sapele High Court delivered on 29, January. 
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such negligence is required beyond the accident itself. Where the maxim is 
pleaded and applied, it shifts the onus of proof from the plaintiff to the 
defendant.100 

 The doctrine of res ipsa loquitor can be pleaded in the alternative to particulars 
of negligence. The doctrine is raised either: (a) by reciting the Latin Maxim or 
(b) by making it known that the plaintiff intends to rely on it as evidence of 
negligence.101 

 The doctrine of res ipsa loquitor  will not apply where: (a) the facts proved are 
equally consistent with accident as with negligence; or (b) there is evidence of 
how the accident happened and the difficulty arises merely from the inability to 
apportion blame; or (c) the cause of the accident is known.102 

c) Action for Damages for Oil Spillage as a Public Nuisance  
Nuisance is an act or omission which is an interference with a disturbance of or an 

annoyance to a person in the exercise or enjoyment of his right as a member of the public, 
when it is a public nuisance, or his right of ownership or occupation of land or of some 
easement, profit or other right used or enjoyed in connection with land, when it is private 
nuisance.103 

Nuisance may be classified into various categories. The most common division is 
into statutory nuisance, public nuisance and private nuisance. Some examples of acts 
amounting to public nuisance are: organizing a pop festival, which caused noise and a 
large amount of traffic; blocking a canal; picketing on a highway, so causing an obstruction. 

A “Public nuisance” is one which inflicts damages, injury or inconvenience to the 
generality of the population or upon a class of people individual has a right of action for 
public nuisance if he can establish that he has sustained particular damage other than and 
beyond the general in convenience and injury suffered by the public. Such an individual is 
also permitted to institute proceedings in his own name in respect of an injury sustained 
from a public nuisance.104 

The law permits a group of people who suffered loses arising from public nuisance, 
for example, oil spillage, to institute a group action for damages.105 
The basic remedies of damages and injunctions are available to claimants in public 

nuisance cases. Often a remedy provided to one claimant can be of benefit to a whole community. 
However if the claimant has suffered personal injuries or financial loss, this would have to be 
pleaded as particular damage over and above that suffered by the general public and damages will 
be awarded accordingly. Only compensatory damages would be payable.106 
                                                             
100 Management enterprises Ltd. v. Otusanya (1987) 2 NWLR (Pt. 55) 179 SC. Julius Berger (Nig.) Plc. V. Nwagwu (2006) 12 
NWLR (Pt. 995) 518 CA 
101 Orajekwe v. Mbieri (1962) 1 SCWLR 30. Julius Berger (Nig.) Plc v. Nwagwu (2006) 12 NWLR (Pt. 995) 518 CA.  

102 Julius Berger (Nig.) Plc v. Nwagwu (2006) 12 NWLR (Pt. 995) 518 CA 
103 U.T.B. (Nig.) v. Ozoemena (2007) 3 NWLR (Pt. 1022) 488 SC. Etholor v. Idahosa (1992) 2 NWLR (Pt. 223) 323 CA. 
104 S.P.D.C. Ltd. V. Adamkue (2003) 11 NWLR (Pt. 832) 533 CA 
105 S.P.D.C. Ltd. V. Adamkue (2003) 11 NWLR (Pt. 832) 533 CA. Shell petroleum Dev. Co. Ltd. V. Isiah (1997) 6 NWLR (Pt. 508 
) 236 CA. Elf (Nig.) Ltd. V. Silo (1994) 6 NWLR (Pt. 350) 258 SC 
106 Gibbons v. South West Water Services Ltd (1993) QB 507. 
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1.2.3 Recent Trends of National Case Law on Access to Environmental Justice in Nigeria, 
Netherlands and UK. 

In the Jonah Gbemre v. Shell SPDC, NNPC and AGF107 case the judge applied the 
environmental right as a component of the right to life. In April 2006, after the filing of 
contempt of court proceedings against Shell for its disobedience of the court order, the 
company was granted a “conditional stay of execution”, releasing it from the duty to comply 
with a court order in November 2005 to stop flaring, on three conditions.108 

The first condition was that Shell was “allowed a period of one year… to achieve a 
quarterly phase-by-phase stoppage of its gas flaring activities in Nigeria under the 
supervision of this Honourable Court”. The second condition was that ‘a detailed phase-by-
phase technical scheme of arrangement, schedule in such a way as to achieve a total non-
flaring scenario in all their on-shore flow stations by 30th April 2007” must be submitted to 
the court personally by Mr. Basil Omiyi, the Managing Director of Shell Nigeria, Mr Funsho 
Kupolukun, the Group Managing Director of the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 
(NNPC), Mr. Edmund Daukoru, the Minister of State for Petroleum Resources, and Chief 
Mrs Sena Anthony, the Company Secretary of NNPC.109 

 

However, when Mr Gbemre’s legal representative attended the court on 30th April 
2007, he discovered that not only had no such detailed scheme been submitted, but that 
Justice Nwokorie had been removed from the case by having been transferred to another 
court division in faraway Katsina, the court file was not available, and no representatives of 
the company or government turned up. Several years from the decision, two of the 
conditions have not been met.110 All these, according to Peter Roderick, a co-Director of the 
Climate Justice Programme, which has also supported the case; “suggests a degree of 
interference in the judicial system which is unacceptable in a purported democracy acting 
under the rule of law”.111 

The perception of Nigerian courts as unresponsive to environmental rights 
violations is illustrated by the growing trend by communities affected by corporate 
environmental rights abuses to sue the multinational oil companies in their parent countries 
rather than in Nigerian courts, although the damage occurred in Nigeria.112 These cases 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
107 Op cit. 
108 Shell fails to Obey Court Order to Stop Nigeria Flaring Again. Retrieved on July 15, 2014 from 
http://www.climatelaw.org/media/2007May2/  
109 ibid 
110 ibid 
111 ibid 
112 Sekularac, I., and Deutsch, A. (2013) Dutch Court Says Shell Responsible for Nigeria Spills, Reuters, 30 January. Retrieved 
on August 29, 2014 from www.reuters.com/article/10/30. see also, Anonymous (2011) Shell Accepts Liability for Two Oil Spills in 

http://www.climatelaw.org/media/2007May2/
http://www.reuters.com/article/10/30.
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are viewed as attest for holding multinationals responsible for offences committed by their 
foreign subsidiaries. To date, Shell has been sued in the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom by Nigerian communities affected by oil pollution from the company’s oil facilities. 

In a judgment delivered on 30th January 2013 in the case of Friday Alfred Akpan 
and Vereniging Milieudefensie v. Royal Dutch Shell PLC and Shell Petroleum 
Development Company of Nigeria Ltd,113 the District Court of The Hague found Shell 
Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria Ltd (SPDC), the Nigerian subsidiary of Royal 
Dutch Shell Plc., liable for the environmental damage caused by a series of oil spills that 
occurred between 2006 and 2007. In this landmark judgment, the Dutch Court upheld its 
jurisdiction not only over the Dutch parent company, but also over the claims arising from 
the conduct of SPDC inn Nigeria.114 

In a very recent development, Shell Petroleum Development Company of Nigeria 
Limited (SPDC) in January 2015 agreed to a 55 million pounds out of court settlement with 
members of the Bodo community in Ogoniland in respect of two operational oil spills in 
2008 and 2009; with 35 million pounds to be split between those impacted by the oil spill 
and 20 million pounds to go to the community, Shell is also to undertake a clean-up of the 
areas affected by the oil spill. 

The out-of-court settlement follows a lawsuit filed against Shell in a London High 
Court on 23rd March 2012 in which residents of the Bodo community had determined 
restitution for loss of livelihood caused by two oil spills in which broken pipeline spilled tens 
of thousands of barrels of oil into the creeks and forests contaminating the environment. 
The plaintiffs claimed that the relevant pipelines caused spills because they were over 50 
years old and were poorly maintained, and that Shell reacted too slowly after being alerted 
to the spills. 

A preliminary hearing took place from 29th April to 9th May 2014 to consider Shell’s 
duty to take reasonable steps to prevent spillage from their pipelines- whether from 
malfunction or from oil theft. The judge ruled on 20th June 2014 that Shell could be held 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Nigeria, The Guardian, August 3. Retrieved on 23/4/2014 from http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2011/aug/03/shell-liability-
oil-spills-nigeria.  
113 Friday Alfred Akpan and Vereniging Milieudefensive v. Royal Dutch Shell PLC and Shell Petroleum Development Company of 
Nigeria Ltd, District Court of The Hague (2013) ECLI.NL.RBDHA.2013.BY9854 Rechtbank Den Haag, 30-01-2013, 
C/09/337050/HA ZA 09/1580. English translation retrieved on 10/7/2015 from 
http://www.menscherenchte.uzh.ch/entscheide/Friday Alfred.pdf 
114 As part of its ruling the court noted that for quite some time there has been an international trend to hold parent companies of 
multinationals liable in their own country for the harmful practices of foreign subsidiaries, in which the foreign subsidiary involved 
was also summoned together with the parent company on several occasions and that therefore it was entirely foreseeable for 
SPDC that it might have been summoned before a court in the Netherlands to answer for the oil spill in question. Ibid. see Alongi, 
f. (2013) The Shell Nigeria Case and the Environmental Liability of Parent Companies for the conduct of their Foreign 
Subsidiaries. Environmental Law Survey 2013, Alma Mater Studorium, Univeristy of Bologna, pp. 36- 45. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2011/aug/03/shell-liability-
http://www.menscherenchte.uzh.ch/entscheide/Friday
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responsible for spills from their pipelines if the company fails to take reasonable measures 
to protect them from malfunction or from oil theft.115 

Although the case has been settled out of court prior to trial, which was expected to 
commence in mid-2015, it is important for a number of reasons. Firstly, the ruling stating 
that an oil company has potential liability if its fails to take reasonable steps to protect its 
pipelines.116 Secondly, the case helped bring to light certain information in the possession 
of Shell (but which the plaintiffs had been unable to access). Court document showing for 
the first time that Shell knew for years that its pipelines were in very poor condition and 
likely to leak, included an internal memo by Shell based on a 2002 study that states that 
“the remaining life of most of the [Shell] Oil Trunklines is more or less non-existent or short, 
while some sections contain major risk hazards.” Thirdly, in the course of the judicial 
process, Shell was forced to admit that its figure for the oil spill were wrong117 (thereby 
casting doubt on Shell’s assessment of hundreds of other Nigerian oil spills). 

The assertion of jurisdiction by British and Dutch courts over damages that occurred 
in Nigeria but involving subsidiaries of British and Dutch multinationals is part of a recent 
international trend for multinationals to be held accountable in their home jurisdictions for 
damage that has been caused by, or is related to the operations of one of their foreign 
subsidiaries. The District court in Netherlands assumed jurisdiction not only over Shell PLC 
(the parent company) with Headquarters in the Hague but also over Shell Nigeria, since 
both claims related to oil spills in Nigeria and were closely related.118 

In English courts to establish prima facie jurisdiction over the subsidiary, the court 
would have to be satisfied that it is a convenient forum; that the subsidiary was a 
‘necessary and proper party to the claim against the United Kingdom (UK) parent defender. 
Also, as between the claimant and the UK parent, there was a real issue that is reasonable 
for the court to try.119 In the case between Shell and the Bodo community (instituted in the 
UK), Shell submitted to the court’s jurisdiction. 

                                                             
115 London High Court Rules that Shell Nigeria Could be Legally Liable for Bunkering, 20 June 2014. Retrieved on 15 August, 
2014 at www.leighday.co.uk/News/2014/June20 
116 At paragraph 92 (g) the Court held: 

Short of a policing or military or paramilitary defence of the pipelines, it is my judgment that the protection requirement 
within section 11(5) (b) [of the Nigerian Oil Pipelines Act] involves a general shielding and caring obligation… other 
examples may also fall within the maintenance requirement such as renewing protective coatings on the pipeline or, 
with the advent of new and reliable technology, the provision of updated anti-tamper equipment which might give early 
and actionable warning of tampering with the pipeline. 

117 Shell had consistently maintained that only 4, 000 barrels of oil were split as a result of the burst pipeline despite evidence to 
the contrary including an independent assessment by the specialist US firm, Accufacts Inc. that put the amount of oil split at over 
100, 000 barrels. See Smith, A. (2014) Shell Underestimated Nigeria Oil Spills BY Over 2, 400%, Leaked Documents Reveal. 
Newsweek, 13 November. 
118 Under Dutch private international law rules closely connected claims between a European Union (EU) and a non-EU 
defendant can be brought before the same court. The Shell Nigeria Cases: an Important Precedent for Transnational Liability 
Claims, 7 February 2013. Retrieved on 1/8/2015 from www.allenovery.com/publications/en  
119 ibid 

http://www.leighday.co.uk/News/2014/June20
http://www.allenovery.com/publications/en
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Once jurisdiction is assumed by the British and Dutch courts, in principle the claims 
are assessed under the laws of the country where the subsidiary is operational (the country 
where the damage took place). This is broadly the same approach taken in other EU 
jurisdiction (except for Denmark) by virtue of the Rome II Regulation.120 

 
1.2.4 Regional Trend of Case law: African Human Rights Commission and ECOWAS Court 

of Justice 

The African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights recognises the indivisibility of 
all rights in their civil, political, social, cultural, economic, environmental and developmental 
contexts. In the Jurisprudence of the African Human Rights Commission, it stated in the 
case of SERAC v. Nigeria,121 that, ‘clearly, collective rights, environmental rights, and 
economic and social rights are essential elements of human rights in Africa. The African 
Commission will apply any of the diverse rights contained in the African Charter. It 
welcomes this opportunity to make dear that there is no right in the African Charter that 
cannot be made effective.’ 

Both individual and collective rights are provided for in the African Charter. Articles 
2- 17 of the Charter provide for individual rights, including members of indigenous 
communities, to non-discrimination, equality, life, dignity, fair hearing, religion, information, 
association, assembly, movement, participation in democratic governance, property, work, 
health and education. The African Charter expressly recognises and protects collective 
rights as peoples’ rights to equality and non-discrimination, existence and self-
determination, development, free disposal of natural resources, peace and security, and 
healthy environment. The recognition and protection of this right was emphasized by the 
African Commission in the landmark Kenyan Endorois Peoples’ case.122 In this case, the 
Endorois people, an indigenous community in the Bogoria Lake region of Kenya, alleged 
that their forcible removal by the Kenyan government from their ancestral lands without 
proper consultation and/or due compensation violated their right to social, economic and 
cultural development under Article 22 of African Charter. The Commission found the 
Kenyan government to be in violation and asked the government to allow the Endorois 
community unrestricted access to Lake Bogoria for their religious and cultural rights and to 
pay them adequate compensation for all loss suffered, including royalties from existing 
economic activities, and to report to the Commission of the implementation of these 
recommendations. 

The above case demonstrates the Commission’s willingness to promote and protect 
indigenous peoples’ right as collective rights, even though they also recognise the 
foundation of individual human rights. Some of the most fundamental elements in the 

                                                             
120 The Rome II Regulation (EC) No. 864/2007 is an EU Regulation applicable to all EU member states except Denmark and 
regarding the conflict of laws on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations. 
121 (2001) AHRLR 60 (ACHPR 2001) para 68. 
122 Centre for Minority Rights Development (Kenya) and Minority Rights Group International on behalf of Endorois Welfare 
Council v. Kenya (2009) AHRLR 75 (ACHPR, 2009) at para 155. 
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indigenous people’s rights regime are the collective rights to land, territory, knowledge and 
natural resources. Articles 25-30 of the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples recognize such rights, because they are so closely related to their capability to 
survive as a group and to be able to exercise and enjoy other fundamental collective rights. 

Hence recognition as peoples that are vulnerable and protection of their cultures 
and particular ways of life, are the types of human rights regime that the following 
indigenous peoples are seeking for in Africa: - the Pygmies of the Great Lake Region, the 
San of Southern Africa, the Hadzable of Tanzania and the Ogiek, Sengwer and Yakuu of 
Kenya, as examples of indigenous hunter- gatherers/communities. Similarly pastoralist 
communities such as the Pockot of Kenya and Uganda; the Barabaig of Tanzania; the 
Masai of Kenya and Tanzania; the Tuareg, Fulanis and Toubou of Mali, Burkina Faso and 
Niger Republic; the Amazigh of North Africa; and the Samburu, Rendile, Endorois and 
Bovana of Kenya, as well as the KaramoJong of Uganda, are examples of pastoralists who 
identify as indigenous peoples in Africa.123 

In the case of the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights v. Kenya,124 
the complainants, Ogiek indigenous People and inhabitants of the greater Mau Forests filed 
the complaint with the African Commission against the Kenya government’s notice of 
eviction from the forest without notice to the inhabitants who depend on the Forest for 
centuries for the exercise of their traditional beliefs, religion and livelihoods. The 
Commission in turn, referred the case to the African Court on Human Rights for “alleged 
serious and massive violations of human right.” In particular, the Commission noted that 
“eviction will lead to the destruction of the Ogieks means of survival, their livelihoods, 
culture, religion and identity, which amounts to serious and massive violations of the rights 
enshrined in Articles 1, 2, 4, 14, 17 (2) and (3) 21 and 22 of the African Charter. The 
Commission requested the Court to halt the eviction and order the Kenyan government to 
issue the Ogiek people legal title to their historic lands, change the laws to accommodate 
communal ownership, and compensate the community for losses suffered. 

The Court, finding that “there is a situation of extreme gravity and urgency as well 
as a risk of irreparable harm to the Ogiek people of the Mau Forest,” ordered provisional 
measures requiring the government of Kenya to stop parceling out of lands in the disputed 
Mau Forest area until the Court issues a Judgment on the matter. The Court also ruled that 
the government must refrain “from any act or thing that would or might irreparably prejudice 
the main application before the Court” before a decision is reached. The Court highlighted 
its concern that the government’s actions may have violated the Ogiek people’s rights to 
enjoyment of their cultural and traditional values, to protection before the law, to property, 
integrity of person and to economic, social and cultural development. 

This case marked the first time that the African Human Rights Court, in operation 
since 2006, has intervened to protect the rights of indigenous peoples and local 
communities. 

                                                             
123 See African Human Rights Commission, Banjul, (2006) op. cit. at pp. 15- 16, table. 
124 Application No. 006/2012, (July 12, 2012), at paras 5- 20. 
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In the 3rd case of SERAP v. Nigeria125 before the ECOWAS Court of Justice 
(ECCJ), 

SERAP asserted that the Niger Delta has suffered for decades for oil spills, which 
destroy crops and damage the quality and productivity of soil that communities use for 
farming, and contaminates water that people use for fishing, drinking and other domestic 
and economic purposes. These spills which result from poor maintenance of infrastructure, 
human error and a consequence of deliberate vandalism or theft of oil, continue to damage 
the health and livelihoods of the people of the area who are denied basic necessities of life 
such as adequate access to clean water, education, healthcare, food and a clean and 
healthy environment. SERAP further maintained that while “Nigerian government 
regulations require the swift and effective clean-up of oil spills this is never done timorously 
and is always inadequate and that lack of effective clean-up greatly exacerbates the human 
rights and environmental impacts of such spills. The government’s obligation to protect the 
right to health requires it to investigate and monitor the possible health impacts of gas 
flaring and the failure of the government to take concerns of the communities seriously and 
take steps to ensure independent investigation into the health impacts of gas flaring and 
ensure that the community has reliable information, is a breach of international standards. 

Therefore, SERAP put forth in its 2009 complaint to the ECCJ that the Nigerian 
government and seven different oil companies violated the rights to health, an adequate 
standard of living (sufficient nutritious food and water), a healthy environment, and 
economic and social development of the people of the Niger Delta and also alleged the 
failure of the Nigerian government to enforce its laws and regulations to safeguard the 
environment and reduce/stop pollution. SERAP asked the Court to, inter alia, to direct the 
government of Nigeria to establish adequate regulations for the operation of multinationals 
in the Niger Delta, and to effectively clean-up and prevent pollution and damage to human 
rights and order compensation of $1 billion (USD) to the victims. 

While the ECCJ had concluded in preliminary proceedings that SERAP was a legal 
person with standing to bring an action, it had also determined that it did not have 
jurisdiction over the corporation defendants and struck their names from the suit. In its 2012 
decision on the merits, the ECCJ first addressed the preliminary question raised by Nigeria 
that the ECCJ could not rule on instruments outside the treaties, conventions, and 
protocols of ECOWAS. The ECCJ concluded that, under Article 1 (h) of the 2001 Protocol 
on Democracy and Good Governance which allows for external international human rights 
instruments to govern the human rights obligations of Member States. The Court’s human 
rights protection mandate is exercised with regard to all the international instruments, 
including the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights. The International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights, etc. to which the Member States of ECOWAS are parties. 

The ECCJ unanimously held that Nigeria had breached its international human 
rights obligations under the African Charter to give effect to human rights through 
regulations and accountability measures but dismissed the claim for $1 billion USD in 

                                                             
125 Judgment No. ECW/CCJ/JUD/18/12, (December 14, 2012) at paras 15- 121. 
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compensation, reasoning that “the compensation shall come not as an individual pecuniary 
advantage, but as a collective benefit adequate to repair as completely as possible, the 
collective harm that a violation of a collective right causes”. The Court ordered Nigeria to 
take all necessary steps to halt the occurrence of future damage to the environment, hold 
perpetrators accountable, and restore the environment of the Niger Delta. 

The ECCJ decision emphasized that the duty assigned by Article 24 to each State 
Party of the Charter is both an obligation of attitude and of result. Although the Court 
acknowledged the passage of numerous Nigerian laws aimed at regulating extractive 
industries and safeguarding the environment, it emphasized that the adoption of legislation, 
no matter how advanced it might be, may still fall short of compliance with international 
obligations in matters of environmental protection if these measures just remain on paper 
and are not accompanied by additional and concrete measures aimed at preventing the 
occurrence of damage or ensuring accountability, with the effective reparation of the 
environmental damage suffered. With this decision, the ECCJ has shown that it will hold 
Member States of ECOWAS to their obligations to protect the rights of citizens under Article 
1 of the Charter, including by enforcing existing legislation, a step some Member States are 
reluctant to take against foreign companies.” Additionally, the ECCJ has made clear that it 
will hold ECOWAS Member States responsible for human rights violations of international 
companies operating within the State, declaring that, the damage caused by the oil industry 
to a vital resource of such importance to all mankind, such as the environment , cannot be 
left to the mere discretion of oil companies and possible agreements on the compensation 
they may establish with the people affected by the devastating effects of this polluting 
industry. 

 

2.0 LEGAL REGIME FOR MINING AND MINERALS DEVELOPMENT AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION OF THE SECTOR 

Contribution of Mineral Resources to the GDP and Natural Resources Account 
Solid minerals production increased in 2008, relative to the preceding year. 

Provisional data showed that aggregate output increased from 35.6 million tonnes in 2007 
to 40.2 million tonnes. The development was accounted for by the substantial increase in 
the production of all the principal minerals, especially stone aggregates, limestone, sand, 
marble aggregates, gold and lead/zinc. The production of stone aggregates was 3.6 million 
tonnes as against 2.9 million tonnes in 2007. The production of limestone, sand, marble 
aggregates, lead/zinc and gold increased by 19.2, 13.8, 12.6, 10.7 and 11.1 per cent, 
respectively. The production of barite, cassiterite, iron ore, shale columbite, clay and laterite 
also increased in 2008. The commencement of gold mining by a Chinese company in Osun 
State, with an investment of N1.0 billion (US$7.7 million), added to the growth in gold 
production. A further improvement in output in the sector was constrained by paucity of 
funds, flooding of mining sites, and equipment obsolescence.126  

                                                             
126 Central Bank of Nigeria (2008); Annual Report and Financial Statements for the Year Ended 31st December, 2008 p.97. 
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Solid minerals production increased marginally in 2009 relative to the preceding 
year. Provisional data showed that aggregate output increased from 40.2 million tonnes in 
2008 to 41.0 million tonnes, representing an increase of 20.0 per cent. The increase was 
accounted for by increased producing of limestone. Other minerals, such as cassiterite, 
columbite, clay, marble aggregates, lead/zinc, shale, laterite and iron ore, however, 
declined in the period under review compared, with 2008.127 

Table 1 below reveals that Solid minerals contributed 0.28% in 2006, 0.34% in 
2010 and 0.36% in 2011, 0.6% in 2012 – 2014 (projected) to the Real Gross Domestic 
Product. 

 
Table 1: - Solid Minerals Contribution to GDP in Nigeria 

Year  2006 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Percentage (%) 0.28 0.34 0.36 0.6 0.6 0.6 
Source: - National Planning Commission (2006) Economic Performance Review at p. 5; National Bureau of 
Statistics: Economic Outlook Report (2011) at p.15; NBS Reproduced in MTEF 2013-2015. 

 
The above sources also show the sectoral growth of solid minerals for 2010 to be 12.29%, 

12.30% for 2011, 12.39% for 2012 and 12.40% for 2013.128 
Table 2 below reveals the occurrence and level of development of industrial materials in 

Nigeria including proven reserves across the federation. 
 
  

                                                             
127 Central Bank of Nigeria (2008); Annual Report and Financial Statements for the Year Ended 31st December, 2008 p.99. 
128 Source: - National Planning Commission (2006) Economic Performance Review at p. 5; National Bureau of Statistics: 
Economic Outlook Report (2011) at p.15; NBS Reproduced in MTEF 2013-2015. 
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Table 2: - Occurrence and Level of Development of Industrial Materials in Nigeria  

S/N 
Metallic 
Mineral Nigerian Occurrence Level of Development 

Proven Reserve 
(Tones) 

1 Asbestos  Kaduna  Partial Preliminary 
Exploration etc. 

Not yet known 

2 Baryte Plateau, Benue  Azara deposit being mined 
by NMDC, only partial 
preliminary exploration of 
other occurrences. 

Azara 500,000, 
others not yet 
determined 

3 Bauxite Gongola, Adamawa, Cross 
River 

No yet explored Not yet known 

4 Clay Ball 
Clay 

Imo, Edo, Delta, Akwa Ibom, 
River, Bayelsa, Cross River, 
Ekiti, Ondo, Enugu, Anambra 

Partial preliminary 
exploration and evaluations. 
Small-scale exploration of 
deposits. 

Very large up to 
50,000,000 

5 Kaolin Edo, Delta, Imo, Kwara, Kogi, 
Plateau, Nasarawa, Kaduna, 
Kastina, Ogun, Kano, Sokoto, 
Kebbi 

Partial/full exploration and 
evaluation of most deposits. 
Exploration of some of the 
deposits. 

Very large up to 
70,000,000 

6 Fire Clay 
(Refractory) 

Anambra, Enugu, Kastina, 
Ogun, Sokoto 

Partial exploration and 
evaluation, small scale 
exploitation of some 
reserves 

Very large up to 
20,000,000 

7 Diatomite Borno  Extensive exploited and 
evaluation. Small scale 
exploitation 

Very large about 
10,000,000 

8 Dolomite  Kwara, Kogi, Oyo, Niger, FCT Most are being exploited. 
Detailed reserve evaluation 
required. 

Large-quantity not 
yet known. 

9 Feldspar Kwara, Oyo, Ogun, Niger, 
Kaduna 

Partial exploration and 
evaluation 

Large quantity not 
known. 

10 Fluorspar FCT Potential investigation Quantity not known 
11 Gypsum  Sokoto, Borno, Anambra Partial exploration and 

evaluation. Small scale 
mining in Sokoto and 
Potiskum 

Large Quantity not 
known 

12 Kyanite  Kaduna, Niger Partial investigation Quantity not yet 
known 

13 Limestone  Anambra, Enugu, Cross 
River, Benue, Ogun, Sokoto, 
Bauchi, Delta 

Most are being exploited Very large 800,000 

14 Marble  Edo, Kwara, Kogi, Benue, 
Oyo, Plateau, Kaduna 

All re being exploited except 
Plateau and Kaduna 

Very large up to 
100 million 

15 Phosphate  Sokoto, Ogun Full exploration and 
evaluation in progress 

Quantity not yet 
known 

16 Salt  Beune, Anambra, Imo, Cross Partial investigation Quantity not yet 
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River, Plateau known 
17 Soda Ash Borno, Kano No systematic studies have 

been carried out  
Quantity not yet 
known 

18 Talc  Ondo, Oyo, Niger Partial preliminary 
investigation. 

Quantity not yet 
known 

Source: - Raw Material Research development Council (RMDC), as in Entrepreneurship in the 21st 
Century (John O. Udeh) in CALAD National Journal Oct. – Dec. 2004 Vol. 1, No.1 at p.72. 

 

Types of Solid Mineral Resources in Nigeria  
There are 34 types of solid minerals located in Nigeria129. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: 34 Types of Minerals for Strategic Brand Marketing Initiative: Ministry of Solid 
Minerals Development Profile, op cit. 

 
2.1  OVERVIEW OF POLICY, INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL FRAMEWORKS ON MINERAL 

RESOURCES IN NIGERIA.130 
The Federal Government, in its determination to boost the solid minerals sector and 

maximize the benefits from its massive revenue potential, continuously implemented 
relevant policies aimed at reforming the sector, including the following: 
 The development of a National Minerals, Metals Policy131; 

                                                             
129 Ministry of Solid Minerals Development: Making the earth work for you profile at p.12: MSMD is currently running a strategic 
brand marketing initiative tagged “34 minerals” to promote the 34 types of solid minerals located in Nigeria. See 
www.msmd.gov.ng. 
130 See Ladan M. T, Law, Cases and Policies on Energy, Mineral Resources, etc in Nigeria (2009), Ahmadu Bello University 
Press, Zaria, Nigeria, Ch. 1 at pp.4-8. 

http://www.msmd.gov.ng.
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 The enactment of the Nigerian Minerals and Mining Act132, 2007, with guaranteed 
security of tenure and attractive fiscal incentive, such as tax holidays and import duty 
waivers, for prospectors; 

 The establishment of the Nigerian Geological survey Agency for the generation of 
quality geosciences data; 

 The privatization of moribund public mining institutions, mineral promotion, and 
human resources development; and 

 The development of skills for indigenous mining companies, through technical 
support services and funding, as well as enhanced support for artisanal and small-
scale miners who constitute over 90 per cent of local operators in the mining 
industry. 
As a follow-up to efforts to make the sector more competitive in 2009, the Ministry 

of Mines and steel Development organized an investment solicitation campaign in China, 
with the theme, “Creating a sustainable and Investor-Friendly Framework for Mining in 
Nigeria” from November 27 to 29, 2009. The aim was to showcase the opportunities and 
incentives in Nigeria’s mining sub-sector. The Ministry also reviewed and updated the 
geological maps of the entire country and produced geological and mineral maps for every 
state of the federation and the Federal Capital Territory in digital format. It also revised the 
country’s geodetic network and completed its cartographic coverage to facilitate a more 
accurate determination and charting of mineral titles.133 

The major law governing mining in the country is the Minerals and Mining Act of 
2007. This is operationalized in the National Minerals and Metals Policy approved for the 
sector in 2009. The Act vested the regulation of the mining sector under the Minister for 
Solid Minerals Development who has authority on behalf of the Federal Government of 
Nigeria to issue licenses to mining operators. 

The Act provides for the following classes of licenses in the mining sector: 
 Reconnaissance Permit 
 Exploration License 
 Small Scale Mining License 
 Mining License 
 Quarrying License 
 Water Use Permit 

 
Artisan miners who do the bulk of the mining activities can obtain license for only 

Reconnaissance Permit, Exploration License and Small Scale Mining License but cannot 
qualify for mining license. In addition, even for these three classes of licenses, artisans may 
fail to obtain license because of the requirements to show “proof of sufficient working 
capital” and “technical competence to carry on the purpose”. These provisions have 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
131 Approved in 2009 by the Federal Government of Nigeria for the Solid Minerals Sector. 
132 No. 20 which came into force on 29th March 2007. 
133 CISLAC op cit. 
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unintended negative consequence which is to push many artisans into illegal mining when 
they fail to get a license. 

The administration of licensing is to be done by the “Mining Cadastre Office”, 
established by the act as an independent body with the “responsibility for the administration 
of mineral titles and maintenance of cadastral registers”. The body is to be administered by 
a Director General. However, no board is provided for the body. 

In addition, both the Act and the National Policy on Minerals provided for the 
establishment of specific units including: 

 The Mines Inspectorate Department with responsibility for the enforcement of mining 
laws and collection of revenues 

 Mines Environmental Compliance department for the enforcement of global 
environmental best practices in mining 

 Artisanal and Small-scale Mining department for the formalization of the operations 
of artisanal and small-scale miners and provision of extension services for them. 

 
To provide support services two funds are to be established. These are:  
 The Minerals Development Fund to be utilize for 

o Development of human and physical capacity in the sector 
o Funding geo scientific data gathering, storage and retrieval to met the needs of 

private sector led mining industry 
o Equipping the mining institutions to enable them perform their statutory 

functions; 
o Funding essential services to small scale and artisan mining operators and  
o Provision of infrastructure in mines land 

 The Environmental Protection and Rehabilitation Fund to be funded by contributions 
by mineral title holders on a yearly basis for the “purpose of guaranteeing the 
environmental obligations of Holders of Minerals title” 
A provision that aims to compensate mining host communities is the requirement 

that no license shall be issued without the signing of Community Development Agreement 
between the prospective mineral holder and the host community which “shall contain 
undertakings with respect to he social and economic contributions that the project will make 
to the sustainability of such community”. The agreement shall address all or some of the 
following issues relevant to the host community: 

 Educational scholarship, apprenticeship, technical training and employment 
opportunities for the indigenes of the communities 

 Financial or other forms of contributory support for infrastructural development 
and maintenance such as education, health or other community services, 
roads, water and power. 

 Assistance with the creation, development, and support to small scale and 
micro enterprises 

 Agricultural product marketing; and 
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 Methods and procedures of environment and socio-economic management 
and local governance enhancement  

It is not clear how and with who is the community development agreement to be 
negotiated and agreed upon. Such clarification is needed to prevent some powerful 
interests in the community from hijacking the community agreement process and its 
benefits to the community. 

In addition to the community development agreement, mineral title applicants must 
also submit both Environmental Impact Assessment Report and Environmental Protection 
and Rehabilitation Program. The Environmental Protection and Rehabilitation program is 
ensure that the mine site is not left degraded at the end of the mining lease. 

Mining is under the federal exclusive legislative list. However, to carry states and local 
government authorities along, especially since mining involves taking over lands in the states, 
the Act provides for the establishment for each state of the Federation, a Mineral Resources 
and Environmental Management Committee. The Committee shall among other things: 

i) Consider and advise the Minister on issues affecting returns of necessary 
reports affecting grants of mining titles 

ii) Consider issues affecting compensation and take necessary recommendations 
to the Minister; 

iii) Discuss, consider and advice the Minister on the matters affecting population 
and degradation of any land on which any mineral is being extracted; 

iv) Consider such other matters relating to mineral resources development within 
the states as the Minster may, from time to time, refer to the Committee; 

v) Advise the Departments established in accordance with the provision of this Act 
for the supervision of the mineral exploration and the implementation of social 
and environmental protection measures; 

vi) Advise the Local Government Areas and communities on the implementation of 
programs for environmental protection and sustainable management of Mineral 
resources; 

vii) Advise and offer their necessary assistance required by holders of Mineral titles 
in their interaction with state government, local government councils, 
communities, civil institutions, and other stakeholders; 

viii) Advise the Minister in resolving conflicts between stakeholders; and 
ix) Advise the Minister in respect of matters connected with the implementation of 

this Act. 
 

Each of these committees is to be headed by a chairman who is a representative of 
the Mines Environmental Compliance Department and has other members coming from 
state Ministry of Agriculture or Forestry, Surveyor General, State environmental Agency 
and representative of the Local Government under discussion. 

Already there is a bill before the National Assembly to amend the Act. The 
amendment being sought basically relate to remittance of 10% of the net profit of extractive 
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industries to the minerals Resource Committee and the specification of what the Committee 
should do with the 10% remittance.134 

 
2.2  OVERVIEW OF MINING AND MINERAL RESOURCES LAW 

The principal legislation on mining and mineral resources in Nigeria is the 2007 
Nigerian Minerals and Mining Act.135 This Act seeks to repeal the Minerals and mining 
Act136 and re-enact the Nigerian Minerals and Mining Act 2007 for the purpose of regulating 
all aspects of the exploration and exploitation of solid minerals in Nigeria; and for related 
purposes. 

The 2007 Act is structured into six chapters and 165 sections covering matters 
relating to ownership and control of minerals, prospecting, mining and quarrying; small 
scale mining, possession and purchase of minerals, environmental considerations and 
rights of host communities; offences and penalties as well as miscellaneous provisions. 

The Act defines137 the term “Mineral Resources or Minerals” to mean any substance 
whether in solid, liquid or gaseous form occurring in or on the earth, formed by or subjected 
to geological processes including occurrences or deposits of rocks, coals, cola bed gases, 
bituminous shales, tar sands, any substances that may be extracted from coal, shale or tar 
sands, mineral water, and mineral components in railing and waste piles, but with the 
exclusion of petroleum and waters without mineral content. 

The Act defines the term “Security Minerals” to mean any radioactive mineral which 
contains by weight at least one twentieth of one percent (0.05%) of uranium, thorium, or 
any combination thereof including but not limited to monazite, sand and mineral ores 
containing thorium, caronite, pitch blend and other ores containing uranium. 

 Under the Act the following terms have been defined: -  
i. “Mineral Exploitation” means operations and works related to the technical and 

economic utilization of mineral resources, including mine development, 
extraction, treatment, processing and beneficiation of mineral resources as well 
as the activities necessary or related to the marketing of such mineral resources.  

ii. “Mineral title” means reconnaissance permit, exploration licence, small scale 
mining lease, mining lease, water use permit or quarry lease or any one of these 
titles, consistent with the context in which the term mineral title is used. 

iii. “Mine” when used as a noun, means any place, excavation or working in or on 
which any operation connected with mining is carried on together with all 
buildings, premises, erections, infrastructure, water reservoirs, tailings, ponds, 
waste, overburden and other dumps, and appliances belonging or appertaining 
thereto, above or below the ground for the purpose of mining , treating or 
preparing mineral or metal by any mode or method or for the purpose of dressing 
mineral ores but does not include a smelter or a refinery; 

                                                             
134 Ibid. 
135 No. 20 which came into force on 29th March 2007 
136 No.34 of 1999 Cap. M.12 LFN 2004. The Nigerian Minerals and Mining Act No. 20, came into force on 29th March 2007, 
repealed the Minerals and Mining Act No. 34 of 1999 Cap. M.12 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004. 
137 Ibid, Section 164 on interpretation defines several key terms including the selected ones. 
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“Mine” when used as a verb, means to intentionally mine minerals, and includes any 
operations directly or indirectly necessary therefore or incidental thereto, 
including such processing of minerals as may be required to produce a first 
saleable product and “mining” shall be construed accordingly. 

iv. “Mining Operations” means the operations and works carried out in the course o 
mineral exploitation, inclusive of the search for and exploration for minerals, 
beneficiation, processing and contract mining. 

v. “Holder of a mineral title” means the person to whom such mineral title was 
granted and, where a mineral title has been validly transferred, includes a person 
in whom such mineral title or a part of the rights thereunder has become vested 
by assignment but does not include a mortgage or charge or a holder of a 
security interest thereon. 

vi. “Petroleum” means any naturally occurring hydrocarbons, or any naturally 
occurring mixture of hydrocarbons, or any naturally occurring mixture of one or 
more hydrocarbons, whether in a gaseous, liquid or solid state and any other 
substance, and including the substances already named that has been returned 
to a natural reservoir, but does not include coal, bituminous shales, tar sands, 
any substances that may be extracted from coal, shale or tar sands or any other 
stratified deposits from which oil can be extracted by destructive distillation. 

vii. “Pollution” means any change in the environment caused by substances, 
radioactive or other waves noise, odours, dust or heat emitted from any activity, 
including the storage or treatment waste or substances, construction or the 
provision of services where that change has an adverse effect on human health 
or well being or on the composition or resilience and productivity of natural or 
managed ecosystems or on materials useful to people, or will have such an 
effect in the future and “pollutes” shall be construed accordingly. 

viii. “Processing” means the  operations and works carried out in the course of 
mineral in order to obtain metals, alloys, or other mineral commodities requiring 
treatment from other mineral substances either as extracted or as previously 
subjected to treatment as provided for under this Act. 

ix. “Reconnaissance” means the operations and works to carry out the search for 
minerals through physical observation, rock sampling, geological surface 
analysis, geological surveys, geochemical surveys, photogeological surveys by 
other non obstructive surveys or studies of surface geology or by any other 
remote sensing techniques, laboratory testing and assays. 

x. “Quarry” means a surface working or uncovered excavation used for the purpose 
of extracting mineral resource for construction.138 

Under chapter one of the 2007 Act, part one deals with ownership and control of 
mineral resources. Sections 1-3 of the Act provide for the control of property in minerals, 
water, etc, vested in the State; prohibition of exploration or exploitation of minerals without 
authority; and lands excluded from minerals exploration and exploitation. Part two of this 

                                                             
138 Ibid, Section 164, 2007 Act. 
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chapter deals with administration of the Act. Sections 4-22 deals with the functions of the 
Minster responsible for minerals and mining establishment of the Mining Cadastre Office, 
registers, priority, competitive bidding, fees payable and revocation of mineral title for 
failure to pay fees, functions of various departments established, relationship between the 
Minister and the Mining Cadastre Office, establishment of State mineral resources and 
environmental management committees, delegation of powers by the Minister, power to 
make regulations and use of land for mining as a priority. 

Part three of the same chapter deals with mining activities. Sections 23-42 provide 
for matters relating to persons eligible, capital allowances, exemption from customs duty 
and other benefits, permission to retain and use earned foreign exchange, free 
transferability of funds, tax relief period, application of Cap. F.34 LFN 2004 and the 
Nigerian Investment Promotion Council Act, Pension Reform Act No.2 2004, deductibility of 
environmental costs, annual capital cost indexation, royalty, establishment of solid minerals 
development fund, management board of the fund, powers and functions of the board and 
financial, budget and audit provisions. 

Part four, sections 43-64 of chapter one covers matters relating to minerals 
exploration such as: - records and plans of exploration and exploitation, discovery of 
radioactive minerals, disclosure of confidential information, grant of mineral titles; 
qualifications for, grant, conditions and duration for reconnaissance permit, exploration 
licence, small-scale mining lease, mining lease, quarry lease and water use permit; 
prohibition of certain persons from obtaining mineral titles working capital and royalty. 

Part five, sections 65-74 of chapter one deals with matters relating to Mining such 
as grant, duration and area of mining lease; rights and obligations of mining lease holder; 
prohibition of sale of plants, animals, water obtained in the Mining lease area without 
authorization; pre-conditions for commencement of development; rights to graze livestock 
by occupier of land pr holder of certificate of occupancy; technical supervision of mining 
under a mining lease; and rights of lessee to remove fixtures. 

Parts 6-8, sections 75-89 of chapter one, provide for the following matters relating 
to quarrying, roads, inquiry and accidents: - application, prohibition of unauthorised 
quarrying, area and validity of quarry lease, rights of the holder of a quarry lease, survey 
and consequential amendment; construction of roads, use of mining road and obstruction 
of rights of way prohibited; report of accident, power of panel of inquiry, inquiry by court, 
matters to be determined on inquiry and interpretation of this part. 

Chapter two of this Act deals with small-scale mining matters such as: - the area of 
small-scale lease and extension services under sections 90-91. While chapter three covers 
matters relating to possession and purchase of minerals including exemption, 
establishment and registration of mineral buying centres under sections 92-96. 

Chapter four of the Act provides for the following matters relating to environmental 
considerations and rights of host communities: - saving as to winning of certain minerals, 
prohibition of minerals exploration in certain areas, saving as to certain quarriable minerals, 
notice to owner or occupier, reservation of rights of owner or occupier, surface rent, land 
use allocation committee; compensation on certificate of occupancy; payment, non-
payment and assessment of compensation to lessee, for crops, economic trees etc; 
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reclamation, restoration of mines land and Community Development Agreement objectives; 
prevention of pollution of the environment, pollution of watercourse prohibited, 
compensation for damages and pollution; environmental obligations, Environmental Impact 
Assessment, establishment and contents of the Environmental protection and rehabilitation 
program/fund; purification of water, alterations in water supply prohibited, restoration of 
river bank, amendment of water licence and agreement of other interested persons 
(sections 94-130). 

Chapter five of the Act deals with offences and penalties ranging from: - illegal 
mining, smuggling, false and misleading, statements, false or non-declaration, smuggling, 
use of false or fraudulent scales, misrepresentation, unlawful interference, obstruction, 
salting, offences by a body of persons/body corporate; dispute resolution and jurisdiction of 
the Federal high Court (sections 131-142). 

Finally, chapter six of the act deals with the following miscellaneous matters under 
sections 143-165: - exporter of minerals to make declaration, etc; scientific specimen, 
boundary, power to seize; transfer, renewal, suspension, revocation and surrender of 
mineral title; notice of requesting delivery of documents and failure to deliver documents; 
continuing obligations of mineral title holder; appeal of revocation, interpretation and 
citation etc. 

Under section 1 of the act, the entire property in and control of all mineral resources 
in, under or upon any land in Nigeria, its contiguous, continental shelf and all rivers, 
streams and water course throughout Nigeria, any area covered by its territorial waters or 
constituency and the Exclusive Economic Zone is and shall be vested in the Federal 
Government of Nigeria for and on behalf of the people of Nigeria. All lands in which 
minerals have been found in commercial quantities shall, from the commencement of this 
Act be acquired by the government of the federation in accordance with the provisions of 
the Land Use Act. The property in mineral resources shall pass from the Government to the 
person by whom the mineral resources are lawfully won, upon their recovery in accordance 
with this Act. 

By virtue of section 2 of the Act, no person shall search for or exploit mineral 
resources in Nigeria or divert or impound water for the purpose of mining except as 
provided in this Act. The provisions of this Act in respect of reconnaissance, exploration 
and exploitation of mineral resources in Nigeria shall apply to radioactive materials with 
such modifications as may be determined by health and public policy considerations. 

Under section 3 of the Act, the following lands have been excluded from 
reconnaissance, exploration and exploitation of mineral resources on, or in, any part of the 
land: -  

(i) set apart for, or used for or appropriated or dedicated to any military purpose 
except with the prior approval of the President; 

(ii) within fifty metres of an oil pipeline licence area granted under the Oil Pipeline 
Act; 

(iii) occupied by any town, village, market, burial ground or cemetery, ancestral, 
sacred or archaeological site, appropriated for a railway or situated within fifty 
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metres of a railway, or which is the site of, or within fifty metres of, any 
government or public building, reservoir, dam or public road; 

(iv) that is subject to the provisions of the National Commission for Museums and 
Monuments Act, Cap. N19, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 and the 
National Parks Service Act, Cap. N65, LFN 2004; or 

(v) over which a mineral title has previously been granted by the Mining Cadastre 
Office and where such mineral title is subsisting. 

That no reconnaissance activity shall be carried out and no mineral title shall be 
granted under this Act over any area that is designated as closed to mining operations. 

 
2.3  OVERVIEW OF MINING AND MINERALS REGULATIONS, 2010  

In the exercise of the powers conferred on him by section 21 of the Nigerian 
Minerals and Mining Act 2007 and all enabling powers in that behalf, the Minister of Mines 
and Steel Development made the following regulations structured into 6 parts and 146 
regulations. 

In terms of content, part one deals with the following preliminary and general 
provisions: 1. Citation and commencement; 2. Interpretation; 3. General provisions; 4. 
Areas in respect of which mineral titles may be granted by competitive bidding; 5. 
Operational guidelines; 6. Inspection of mining operation; 7. Internal reporting obligations; 
8. Minister’s notice to delegate authority; 9. Notices and reports of meetings; 10. Disposal 
of tailings; 11. Compensation and social obligations; 12. Assessment of compensation; 13. 
Social obligations; 14. Panel of inquiry to investigate accident; 15. Dispute resolution; 16. 
Procedures for dispute resolution; 17. Aggrieved party may appeal; 18. Information and 
reports; 19. Establishment of the solid minerals development fund.   

Regulation 3 provides that, these regulations are made to define the rules and 
processes in respect of matters provided under the Act and generally for giving full effect to 
the implementation of the Act. Consistent with the Act, these Regulations shall: (a) define 
the procedures and processes for the regulation of exploration and mining operations 
generally, including acquisition of the titles to engage in such operations; (b) prescribe 
measures to enhance the general protection of the mining environment and safety of 
workers engaged in mining operations and the general public; (c) prescribe new forms to 
be used for the purpose of applying the regulations to any matter covered by it; (d) regulate 
the processes and procedures for enforcement and compliance with the provisions of the 
Act. 

Part two deals with minerals title administration as follows: 20. Applications; 21. 
General obligations of mineral title holders; 22. Restrictions on grant of mineral title; 23. 
Applications by holders of mineral titles; 24. Technical competence for mineral title; 25. 
Financial capability; 26. Survey plan; 27. Loss of instrument or certificate of title; 28. Grant 
of mineral titles and authorizations; 29. Publication of mineral title grants and access to title 
land; 30. Reconnaissance permit application; 31. Form, duration and area of 
reconnaissance permit; 32. Reconnaissance permit reporting requirement; 33. Exploration 
licence application; 34. Form of  Exploration licence; 35. Duration of exploration licence; 36. 
Application for renewal of exploration licence; 37. Term of validity of an exploration licence; 
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38. Exploration licence area; 39. Voluntary area relinquishment; 40. Obligations of an 
exploration licence title holder; 41. Minimum working obligations; 42. Exploration licence 
reports; 43. Small-scale mining lease applicant status; 44. small-scale mining lease 
application; 45. Restrictions on the grant of a small-scale mining lease; 46. Limits on mining 
authorized by a small-scale mining lease; 47. Form of small-scale mining lease; 48. 
Duration of small-scale mining lease; 49. Application for renewal of small-scale mining 
lease; 50. Term of validity of a small-scale mining lease; 51. Relinquishment of small-scale 
mining lease area; 52. Enlargement of small-scale mining lease area; 53. Small-scale 
mining lease reporting; 54. Mining lease applicant status; 55. Mining lease application; 56. 
Restrictions on the grant of a mining lease; 57. Form of mining lease; 58. Duration of 
mining lease; 59. Application for renewal of mining lease; 60. Term of validity of mining 
lease; 61. Relinquishment of mining lease area; 62. Enlargement of mining lease area; 63. 
Requirement to maintain mining operation; 64. Mining lease reports; 65. Quarry lease 
applicant status; 66. Quarry lease application; 67. Restrictions on the grant of a quarry 
lease; 68. Form of quarry lease; 69. Duration of quarry lease; 70. Application for renewal of 
quarry lease; 71. Term of validity of quarry lease; 72. Relinquishment of quarry lease area; 
73. Enlargement of quarry lease area; 74. Quarry lease reports; 75. Water use permit 
applicant status; 76. Water use permit application; 77. Restrictions on the grant of water 
use permit; 78. Form of water use permit; 79. Duration of water use permit; 80. Application 
for modification of water use permit; 81. Term of validity of a water use permit; 82. 
Relinquishment of water use permit area; 83. Enlargement of water use permit area; 84. 
Water use permit reports; 85. Effect of mineral title grant on other mineral titles and 
authorizations; 86. Discovery and authorization to mine additional minerals; 87. 
Consolidation of mineral titles; 88. Conversion of one lease type to another; 89. Transfer 
and assignment; 90. Transfer in the event of death or mental incapacity; 91. Encumbrance 
or lien; 92. Suspension of mineral title; 93. Intent to abandon or permanently cease mineral 
production; 94. Surrender of mineral title; 95. Revocation of mineral title; 96. Annual service 
fee; 97. Royalty; 98. annual surface rent; 99. Submission of information; 100. 
Confidentiality; 101. Prohibition on abuse of information obtained in official capacity; 102. 
Notice of local residence; 103. Records and registers; 104. Constitution of cadastral unit; 
105. Cadastral maps 106. Demarcation of small-scale lease area, mining lease area, 
quarry lease area or water use permit area; 107. Boundary disputes.  

Regulation 20 provides that (1) Applications may be made under these regulations 
for the grant of the following mineral titles: (a) Reconnaissance Permit; (b) Exploration 
Licence; (c) Small Scale Mining Lease; (d) Mining Lease; (e) Quarry Lease; (f) Water Use 
Permit. (2) An application for a mineral title shall be made by a qualified applicant under the 
Act in accordance with the Regulations set out in this part. 

Under Regulation 21, every mineral title granted under this part shall be held 
subject to the following terms and conditions: The holder shall: (i) pay the rents due under 
the permit, licence or lease at the prescribed time and in the prescribed manner; (ii) use the 
land in respect of which the permit, licence or lease is granted solely for exploration and 
mining purposes only; (iii) not transfer the permit, licence or lease granted without the prior 
written consent of the Minister; (iv) not assign, underlet or part with the possession of such 
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land or any part thereof without the prior written consent of the Minister; (v) lodge with the 
Mines Inspectorate Department such reports and information as prescribed under the Act 
and these regulations; (vi) promptly report in writing to the Minister details of all minerals 
discovered; (vii) duly and punctually observe and comply with all provisions, conditions and 
obligations contained in the Act and these Regulations and in any other Act for the time 
being in force applicable to the permit, licence or lease or the land subject thereof; (viii) 
perform and comply with any further conditions, terms or stipulations in any Community 
Development Agreement to which the holder is a party; (ix) comply with all environmental 
and health and safety provisions contained in the Act and these and other regulations; (x) 
comply with all reasonable directives and instructions which may be issued from time to 
time by the Ministry or any of its agencies or authorized officers; (xi) allow any public officer 
duly authorized by the Ministry or any of its agencies at any time with or without notice to 
enter upon the land or mining area for inspection purposes. 

Part three deals with mines operation such as: 108. Obligations of mineral title 
holders; 109. Pre- conditions for commencement of mining operations; 110. Inspection of 
mining operations by inspectors of mines; 111. Mineral production returns and royalty 
payment; 112. Deposit of tailings; 113. Intention to abandon or cease production; 114. 
Discovery of radioactive minerals; 115. inquiry into accidents; 116. Permit to export 
minerals; 117. Possession and purchase of minerals; 118. Registration of agents for 
movement of minerals; 119. Mineral processors; 120. Disposal of minerals won under an 
exploration licence; 121. Reports; 122. Appointment of mine managers. 

Regulation 108 provides for the obligations of mineral title holders as follows: 
Obligations of reconnaissance permit holder: (1) A reconnaissance permit holder shall 
comply with all conditions and perform all obligations contained in the Act and these 
Regulations. Obligations of an exploration licence holder: (2) An Exploration Licence holder 
shall comply with all conditions and perform all obligations contained in the Act and these 
Regulations. Minimum work obligations of exploration licence holder: (3) (a) The Mines 
Inspectorate Department shall from time to time prescribe the minimum annual working 
obligations for Exploration Licence holders and cause same to be published in the Gazette 
or any widely read national newspaper. (b) Every exploration licence holder shall before 
commencement of work submit for the approval of the Mines Inspectorate Department the 
details of the work to be undertaken or a programme for carrying out any minimum work 
obligations imposed by the Ministry. (c) The holder shall expend on exploration in the 
licence area an amount which shall not be less than such amount to be determined by the 
Minister. (d) The content of the work programme shall include: (i) research and analysis; (ii) 
boundary and control surveys and topographical mapping; (iii) geological, geophysical and 
geochemical surveys; (iv) general prospecting; (v) prefeasibility and feasibility studies; (vi) 
preparation of reports in compliance with the Act and these regulations; (vii) such other 
work as the Minister may prescribe. (e) All works are to be done under the supervision of 
qualified and experienced professionals. Obligations of small scale mining lease holder: (4) 
A Small Scale Mining Lease holder shall comply with all conditions and perform all 
obligations contained in the Act and these Regulations. (5) A Small Scale Mining Lease 
holder shall submit to the Mines Inspectorate Department before the commencement of 
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mining operations, a plan of small scale mining operations, and thereafter, annually before 
or on the 15th of March. Plan of mining operations: (6) (a) A mining lease, quarry lease or 
small-scale mining lease titleholder shall before commencement of Mining Operations, 
prepare a plan of Mining Operations and thereafter: (i) Amend the plan of Mining 
Operations to reflect current operations; and shall inform the Mines Inspectorate 
Department within 30 calendar days (ii) keep records of every mineral found and ore 
reserve calculated on the area of the holder’s lease. (b) A mining lease titleholder shall 
submit a plan of mining operations to the Mining Cadastre Office, Mines Inspectorate 
Department, and Environmental Compliance Department: (a) before commencement of 
Mining Operations; (b) When the mining operation is amended. (c) A plan of mining 
operations shall be in line with the template 4 in schedule 5. (d) A mining lease titleholder, 
or his agent, shall not commence any development work or mining on the land in respect of 
which the mining lease is given until after submission of a plan of mining operations to the 
Mining Cadastre Office, Mines Inspectorate Department, and Environmental Compliance 
Department. Obligations of mining lease and quarry lease holder: (7) Every holder of a 
mining lease or quarry lease shall: (a) comply with all conditions and provisions of the Act 
and these regulations; (b) perform all obligations imposed on holders under the Act and 
these regulations. (c) comply with all environmental and payment obligations and such 
other obligations which may be contained in any Community Development Agreement 
signed by the holder. Minimum work obligations: (8) (a) The Mines Inspectorate 
Department shall from time to time prescribe the minimum annual work obligations for 
Mining Lease and quarry lease holders and cause same to be published in the Gazette or 
any widely read national newspaper. (b) Every mining lease or quarry lease holder shall 
before commencement of work submit for the approval of the Mines Inspectorate 
Department the details of the work to be undertaken or a programme for carrying out any 
minimum work obligations. (c) The holder shall expend on mining in the leased area an 
amount which shall not be less than such amount to be determined by the Minister. (d) The 
content of the work programme referred to in subsection (9)(b) shall include: (a) research 
and analysis; (b) boundary and control surveys and topographical mapping; (c) geological, 
geophysical and geochemical surveys; (d) general prospecting; (e) prefeasibility and 
feasibility studies; (f) environmental impact assessment studies; (g) preparation of reports 
in compliance with the Act and these regulations; (h) such other work as the Ministry may 
approve. (e) All works are to be done under the supervision of qualified and experienced 
professionals. (f) The holder shall submit reports and obtain approval when necessary on 
the level (quantity) and means of production. (9) A Mining Lease or quarry lease titleholder 
shall submit to the Mines Inspectorate Department: (a) before the commencement of 
mining operations a plan of mining operations; and (b) thereafter, annually before or on the 
15th of March; (c) Keep record of minerals found and ore reserves; and (d) before the 
commencement of work in the mining area submit to the Mines Inspectorate Department: (i) 
a notice of date of commencement of mine development; (ii) a notice of proposed date of 
commencement of mineral production; (e) a notice of proposed date of mine design 
capacity and each time there is to be a significant change in capacity. (f) any notice 
received by the Mines Inspectorate Department under subsection (10)(d) of this Regulation, 
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shall be recorded in the appropriate register. Water use permit: (10) A Water Use Permit 
title holder shall submit a plan of Water Use operations to the Mines Inspectorate and 
Mines Environmental Compliance Departments: (a) before commencement of water use 
operations; and (b) thereafter annually, before or on March 15. 

Part four covers mine health and safety such as: 123. Records of accidents, 
dangerous occurrences and diseases; 124. Surface mine workings; 125. Underground 
mine workings; 126. Ventilation; 127. Use of lifting machines or lifting tackle; 128. Winding 
engines and installations; 129. Haulage and transport; 130. Scheme for examining and 
maintaining haulage systems; 131. Design, use, operation, supervision and control of; 
machinery; 132. Selection and installation of electrical apparatus; 133. Protective 
equipment, clothing and devices; 134. Fire fighting; 135. First aid center. 

Part five deals with mines environmental management as follows: 136. 
Environmental obligations of mineral title holder; 137. Enforcement of regulations on mining 
environment; 138. Inspection of mining environment; 139. Community development 
agreement; 140. Environmental impact assessment and environmental; rehabilitation plan; 
141 Environmental protection and rehabilitation fund; 142. Environmental auditing; 143. 
Mine closure and abandonment plan. 

Regulation 136 provides for the environmental obligations of mineral title holder as 
follows: An exploration licence, mining lease, quarrying lease, and Small Scale Mining 
Lease holder shall comply with all conditions and perform all environmental obligations 
contained in the Act and these regulations so long as the mineral title subsists. These 
include: (a) Submission of approved Environmental Impact Assessment Statement (EIAS). 
(b) Submission of approved Environmental Protection and Rehabilitation Program 
(EP&RP). 

Part 6 covers artisanal and small scale mining operation such as: 144. 
Formalization of artisanal miners; 145. Provision of extension services to artisanal and 
small scale miners; 146. Requirements for registration as a minerals buying centre. 

Regulation 144 provides for formalization of artisanal miners as follows: (1) A 
cooperative society wishing to register as Artisanal and Small-Scale Miner shall apply to the 
Artisanal and Small Scale Mining Department. (2) The applicant shall provide the following: 
(a) the name and address of the Cooperative Society; (b) Certified true copy of registration 
as a cooperative society; (c) the names and addresses of its principal trustees and officers 
which must not be less than 10; (d) the particulars of the mineral title held by the 
cooperative society (where applicable; (e) copy of the bye laws; (f) payment of prescribed 
registration fees; (3) The application for registration will be granted if the applicant has 
fulfilled its obligations under the Act and these Regulations. 

 
2.4  National Environmental (Mining and Processing Of Coal, Ores and Industrial 

Minerals) Regulations 2009:139 
The purpose of these Regulations is to minimise pollution from the Mining and 

Processing of Coal, Ores and Industrial Minerals (Regulation 1). These Regulations are 

                                                             
139 Federal Republic of Nigeria, No. 31 of 2009, Vol. 96, No. 63, Official Gazette (Abuja) dated 12th October, 2009. 
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structured into thirteen parts and thirteen schedules. The first part provides for preliminary 
issues such as purpose, planning and best practices (Regulations 1-3). Regulation 2 
requires new development in the Mining and processing techniques to apply up-to-date, 
efficient cleaner production technologies to minimise pollution to the highest degree 
practicable. 

The second part covers matters relating to general permits, monitoring pollution, 
equity, community relations, control, mitigation and enforcement as well as incentives 
(Regulations 4-9). Part three deals with treatment of effluent, management of oil station and 
fuel dumpsites, permits, polluter pays principle and emergency response plan (Regulations 
10-14). Part four deals with matters relating to sample collection, preservation and analysis 
and dispersion train (Regulations 15-17). Part five covers matter relating to industrial 
wastewater monitoring and reporting requirements (Regulations 18-22). Matters relating to 
duty of the Agency to ensure compliance with conditions, enforcement notices and 
reminder, mode of delivery and suspension notice are covered by part six (Regulations 23-
27). 

Parts seven and eight deal with offences and penalty under effluent limitations 
(Regulations 28-29). Emission limitations, noise pollution and control, guidelines and codes 
of practice, audiometric testing and compliance verification as well as interpretations and 
citations are dealt with in parts 9 to 13 (Regulations 30-48). 

The schedules deal with effluent limitation standards, format for annual effluent 
monitoring report, best practices, polluter pays principle, emergency response plan, 
monthly effluent discharge monitoring report format, incident report form, guidelines for 
preparing environmental management plan, fugitive emission sources, emission quality 
standards for conventional pollutants, emission limit for specific pollutants, operating 
procedures/measures for fugitive emission control plan and noise standards or permissible 
noise exposure levels. 

 
2.5 National Environmental (Base Metals, Iron and Steel Manufacturing/Recycling 

Industries Sector) Regulations, 2011.140 
Purpose: to prevent and minimize pollution from all operations and ancillary activities of the 
sector in the Nigerian environment, especially the release of priority air pollutants. 

The principal thrust of these Regulations is to prevent and minimize pollution from 
all operations and ancillary activities of the sector in the Nigerian environment. 

In terms of environmental governance, every facility shall be given equal treatment 
without preference as far as enforcement of relevant laws and inspections are concerned. 
In terms of planning, 1) Every facility, corporate or organization shall: a) carry out 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for new projects or modification including 
expansion of existing ones before commencement of activity; b) submit Environmental 
Audit Report (EAR) for existing industries every 3 years; c) submit Environmental 
Management Plan (EMP) as contained in schedule XI to these Regulations. 2) New facility, 
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corporation or organization in this sector shall apply up-to-date, efficient “cleaner 
production” technologies to minimize pollution to the barest degree practicable. 

In terms of structure and content, these Regulations have been divided into eight 
parts and 21 schedules. Part one deals with general provisions: thrust; environmental 
Governance; planning; emergency response plan; pollution abatement equipment; polluter 
pays principle; best practices/waste minimization; global warming control; volatile organic 
compound; pollution control organizational system; pollution prevention; extended producer 
responsibility; chemical usage; restricted chemicals; permits; management of chemicals, oil 
station and fuel dumps site; effluent limitation standard; restriction on the release of toxic 
effluent; effluent treatment; sludge disposal; emission control; priority air pollutants; burning 
of fuel; abatement technology/treatment; atmospheric emission permit; noise standards; 
noise abatement; hearing conservation program; monitoring; community relations. Part two 
covers sampling procedures: collection and analysis of samples; spot sampling for physical 
or chemical parameters; composite sampling for physical or chemical parameters; sampling 
for licence classification; sampling for other parameters; sampling for microbiological 
analysis; air sampling for analysis and noise measurements. Part three deals with 
procedures for licensing and permit. Part four covers industrial effluent/air emission 
monitoring and reporting: reporting requirements; authorized signatory; monitoring records; 
fees; confidential information and public access to records. Part five deals with enforcement 
notices; enforcement notice reminder; mode of delivery; suspension of permit and equity 
while Part six covers offences: contravention of permit condition; false statement; failure to 
comply with abatement measures; failure to report; discharge of effluent beyond 
permissible level. Part seven deals with penalty: operating without a permit and penalty 
while Part eight deal with interpretations and citation. The schedules deal with  effluent 
levels for metal manufacturing industries; sludge disposal permissible limit; air emission 
guidelines; best practices/minimization of waste; global warming and the steel industry’s 
voluntary action programme; volatile organic compound (VOC) control; acids/metals 
content in mists and fumes emission control’ effluent pollution abatement measures; 
banned/restricted chemicals; draft guide template for emergency procedures in industry; 
guideline for preparing environmental management plan (EMP)’ guidelines for extended 
producer responsibility programme; guidelines for hazardous waste 
management/techniques for treating wastewater; activities requiring atmospheric emission 
license; organizational system and the functions of pollution control manger(s); draft permit 
form; monthly discharge monitoring report (MDMR) (NESREA discharge monitoring report); 
typical waste from (metal manufacturing) iron and steel; hearing conservation table; 
appropriate abatement/treatment technologies and ozone depleting substances (ODS). 
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2.6  National Environmental (Quarrying and Blasting Operations) Regulations, 2013.141 
Purpose: to control and regulate quarrying and Blasting operations and their adverse 
effects on the environment and human health. 

The objective of these Regulations is to control the effects of quarrying and blasting 
operations on the environment and human health and specifically, the Regulations aim to: 
a) prevent environmental degradation; b) ensure the use of environment-friendly 
technologies in quarrying operations; c) sustain the carrying capacity of the Nigerian land in 
particular and the environment in general; d) prevent the contamination of both surface and 
ground water; e) encourage the wise use and exploitation of natural resources and the 
protection of the ecosystem; f) prevent air and noise pollution; g) ensure control and the 
safe use of commercial (blasting) explosives; h) avoid any interference obstruction of the 
natural drainage channel; and i) ensure the safety of workers in the quarry and the public in 
general. 

The principles listed in these Regulations shall be observed in regulating all 
quarrying and blasting operations: 1) the precautionary principle shall be observed - where 
there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, the absence of scientific certainty shall 
not be used as a reason for postponing cost effective measures to prevent environmental 
degradation; 2) the “polluter-pays-principle” shall be applied to discourage air, water and 
land pollution; 3) quarrying and blasting operations shall be conducted using the best 
available technologies that are environment-friendly; 4) extraction of rocks shall be carried 
out with adequate protection of the environment, the plant, man, animal and the general 
ecosystem; 5) quarry resources shall be sustainably extracted; 6) statutory national and 
international quarrying and mining bodies shall cooperate in building better practice 
management through sharing of information, technology and professional expertise; 7) 
adequate access to information and opportunity shall be provided for meaningful 
participation in planning, monitoring, ensuring compliance and encouraging best practices 
in quarrying operations; 8) post-quarrying, mine closure, land rehabilitation, resuscitation 
and remediation plans shall form an integral part of the pre-conditional requirements for 
approval to operate a quarry, the provisions of which shall be enforced by the Agency. 

In terms of structure and content, these Regulations have been divided into eight 
parts and seven schedules. Part one deals with general provisions such as application; 
objectives; principles; environmental impact assessment and environmental audit; inventory 
of quarries. Part two deals with quarrying operation plan, such as quarrying operation plan; 
scope of the plan and mitigation measures. Part three covers guidelines for quarrying 
operation: compensation for ecological destruction; ecological sensitive areas; health and 
safety; air pollution; noise pollution; spill and leak control; environmental management plan 
(EMP); vehicular emissions plan for quarrying operation. Part four deals with blasting 
operation plan; blasting below ground level. Part five covers operation mechanisms and 
guidelines for blasting: registration with the Agency; minimum safe distance from residence; 
prohibition of blasting or felling of rock; act of blasting or felling; blasting guidelines. Part six 
covers post-quarrying plan; post-closure ecological management plan; decommissioning 
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plan; perimeter fencing of closed quarry; closure and restoration plan; control of stagnant 
water pools; rehabilitation plan; socio-economic and ecological responsibilities; restoration; 
reclamation; specific action for reclamation and rehabilitation. Part seven covers permit; 
enforcement notice; enforcement notice reminder; mode of delivery; suspension of permit; 
equity; contravention; penalties. Part eight deals with interpretation and citation. 

 
3.0 CHALLENGES TO EFFECTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION OF THE 

PETROLEUM SECTOR ACTIVITIES IN NIGERIA  
Despite the plethora of laws, environmental regulations and guidelines in the petroleum 

sector, the following challenges seem to be the bane of environmentally-friendly petroleum sector 
in Nigeria. Apart from the problems of widespread corruption, lack of transparency and 
accountability in governance, and lack of implementation framework of the Rio Principle 10 access 
rights: - to environmental information, public participation and environmental justice, the following 
constitute some of the key challenges to effective environmental regulation of the petroleum sector 
activities in Nigeria. 

First, the attitude of the judiciary in prioritizing the economic interests of the state over the 
environment is a major challenge. The judges’ reason for not granting an injunction in favour of a 
plaintiff whose land, fish pond and creek had been polluted by the defendant’s mining operations in 
Allar Irou v. Shell. BP142 was because “To grant the order …would amount to asking the 
defendants (Shell-BP) to stop operating in the area…..It is needless to say that mineral oil is the 
main source of the country’s revenue. What the judges fail to realize is that economic development 
can be compatible with environmental conservation.143 The attitudes of Nigerian judges place the 
people at a disadvantaged position. 

That aside, the slow judicial process, in which cases take several years before being 
disposed of is another factor. For instance, SPDC v. HRH Chief Tiebo VII & 4 Others144 was field in 
the High court in 1992 and only got to the Court of Appeal in 1996. Also, Elf Nigeria Ltd v. Opeme 
Sillo & Daniel Etseni,145 which relates to damages suffered since 1967, was heard at the High 
Court in 1987, the court of Appeal in 1990 and the Supreme Court in 1994. This delay makes 
people lose hope in the judiciary, thus forcing them to embark on self-help. 

Another major challenge is the formidable position of the Multinational Corporations 
(MNCs) (in terms of human, financial and technological strength). As a result of their enormous 
power and resources the MNCs pose a great threat to their opponents in any litigation. They have 
the resources to engage the best lawyers and experts. In terms of technical operations, they have 
the resources to access the best information and are able to assess and interpret scientific 
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information in whatever form they desire.146 As a result of this, many litigants prefer to settle 
matters amicably out of court at a very low level of compensation, often dictated by the MNCs. This 
formidable position puts them in a position to be able to manipulate the Nigerian government to do 
what is in their interest, not minding the impact of such activities on the lives of the people in the 
local communities where they operate. The result is that they often get away with non-compliance 
with laws and regulations made by the Nigerian Government to check the problem of 
environmental pollution in the oil industry.147 This is well exemplified in the unending broken 
promises to end gas flaring in Nigeria. 

Furthermore, the laws do not pay much regard to preventive measures as they appear to 
be more concerned with the outcome of pollution.148 Provision is not made in the law to ensure that 
pollution does not occur or to minimize its occurrence, considering its devastating effect on the 
people and the ecosystem. Once there is an oil spill, it is difficult if not impossible to restore the 
environment back to its status quo no matter how prompt and meticulous the clean-up operation is. 
Therefore, there is a need for provisions concerning precautionary measures to be inserted in 
Nigerian laws in line with the precautionary principle, which provides for the taking of action that 
anticipate, prevent or minimize environmental hazards.149 Also most of these enactments do not 
expressly provide for the “polluter pays” principle to address the issue of liability for removal of 
pollution. This principle which required the polluter to bear the financial cost of cleaning up the 
pollution needs to be entrenched within the oil-related laws as it encourage companies to avoid 
polluting the environment as much as possible so as to avoid the ensuring cost. This will result in 
the reduction of pollution and ensure a pollution free environment. In addition, this principle will 
help to relieve the victim of oil pollution from the burden of having to prove the cause of pollution, 
negligence and fault of the polluter: matters which the victim has little or no knowledge of.150 

Our review of the law has also revealed that Nigeria places undue emphasis on command 
and control instruments for its environmental management and pollution control. No doubt, this 
may be efficient in deterring polluters where the fines and punishments are stringent and effectively 
implemented.151 However, this is not the situation in Nigeria. It is suggested that the use of various 
economic measures like pollution charges, marketable permits, subsidies, deposit and return 
systems, and enforcement incentives would introduce more flexibility, efficiency and cost-
effectiveness into pollution control efforts.152 It will complement the command and control approach 
in the fight against oil-induced environmental pollution in the oil producing communities. 
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In addition, as earlier observed, some of the provisions in much of the legislation are 
grossly inadequate to deter an intending environmental delinquent. For instance, under the Oil in 
the Navigable Waters Act, the penalty for discharging oil into waters with devastating effect on 
aquatic and socio-economic life is a sum not exceeding N2,000.00, which cannot in any way deter 
the MNCs who are the major culprits of environmental degradation. In view of the extensively 
damaging effects of environmental pollution on the pristine ecosystems and on the people in the 
community, penalties should be high enough to be a real deterrent. For example, in the United 
Kingdom, the maximum penalty for oil spillage under the Oil Pollution Act 1971 was increase from 
£1,000.00 to £50,000.00.153 Also, the Petroleum Act contains nebulous terms such as “practicable 
precautions”; “up-to-date equipment” and “prompt steps”, none of which is defined in the Act or 
Regulations.154 The enforceability of the provisions of this law in terms of environmental protection 
is much dependent on the interpretation of these terms.155 

Another major challenge is the poor enforcement mechanisms of the existing laws. Most 
Government institutions involved in environment resources management lack trained staff, 
technical expertise, adequate information, analytical capability and other prerequisites for policies 
and programmes.156 Also worrisome is the poor funding which has resulted in the regulatory bodies 
not having the equipment required to monitor effectively environmental standards. In this regard, 
they rely on the MNCs that they are supposed to regulate for this equipment. The effect of unskilled 
personnel in the detection and enforcement of rules was most evident in the failure of the customs 
officials to detect the harmful substances in the “koko” incident, when they were deceived into 
believing that 3,800 tons of toxic wastes were chemicals for manufacturing fertilizers.157 Little 
wonder that oil companies operating in the Niger Delta are rarely found wanting by the regulating 
authorities for environmental pollution. All this is to the detriment of the local communities in the 
area. 

Also important is the fact that most of these statutes do not offer much hope to victims of oil 
pollution as regards their right to be compensated. This is coupled with the inadequacy of 
compensation usually awarded to the oil communities by the courts. Compensation is rarely 
awarded by the courts, and where it is, the damages are so paltry and contemptible that they 
hardly cover litigation expenses. It is double-tragedy of unimaginable proportion for people to lose 
their means of livelihood and at the same time not to be adequately compensated.158 By 
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entrenching a regime of low compensation, the law is used to facilitate the exploitation of the 
people of the Niger Delta which further worsens their poor economic situation. 

The over-dependence on oil revenue by the Government means that most of the policies of 
Government are directed towards minimizing any loss of the revenue from oil at the expense of 
environmental protection or the protection of citizen’s rights. Since the State is more concerned 
with national wealth accumulation and how to maximize oil rents, it bothers little about issues of 
environmental protection and how to put in place the necessary institutional framework for 
enforcing the relevant laws.159 In this sense, Government does not perceive harm to the 
environment as a problem except where it inhibits the free flow of profit. The result is that there are 
several oil-related environment protection laws which are not enforced to regulate the activities of 
the oil companies due to the economic interests of the nation. Considering the huge cost of 
pollution control and clean up, it is the belief of the Nigerian Government that the enforcement of 
these laws would not only decrease the revenue base of the Government but might lead to the 
flight of oil companies from the country, hence further diminishing the revenues accruing.160  

Failure to halt continued degradation of the environment by the oil companies on the 
specious excuse that trade should not be jeopardized will not only worsen the human rights 
situation of the people whose lives depend on the sustainability of the environment but will affect 
the capacity of future generations in meeting their needs for sustainable national development.161 
The pursuit of economic development and of human rights is never antithetical. One should 
therefore not be traded off for the other. In order to ensure adequate protection to the people of the 
oil-producing communities of Nigeria, and the ecosystem of the region, there is a need for a 
change of attitude by the Government and the judiciary in the form of effective balancing of 
economic interests with the needs of environmental protection. 

 
4.0 CONCLUSION AND VIABLE OPTIONS FOR NIGERIA 
4.1 Conclusion 

It is evident from the above that efforts have been made, and still being made to reform the 
petroleum and minerals sector through resource governance instruments and institutions. But a lot 
needs to be done to promote a climate-compatible development and environmental sustainability 
for an inclusive society. 
 We have set out fundamental conceptual and practical issues on the environment from a 
judicial perspective or as a means of creating awareness and a milieu for creative judicial 
reasoning. It has been demonstrated that peculiar facts of the country’s socio-economy, culture 
and law impose a duty on the judiciary to take an activist, critical and creative stance in order to 
prompt or ensure effective environmental management especially by public bodies, as well as to 
create an atmosphere for the development of a public ethic of and participation in environmental 
conservation and justice. 
 There is a lot of merit in the public interest litigation device and an attitude of judicial 
activism by the judiciary in environmental matters, not only because administrative and legislative 
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review of administrative action is weak and judicial review dependant on the accident of litigation, 
but also because of the grave consequences of delinquent environmental management in the 
socio-economic life of a developing nation like Nigeria. No doubt these concepts will have to be 
modified to suit the Nigerian legal and socio-cultural landscape. Nevertheless, the courts will have 
to take note of Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, June 1992 
which reads: - 

Environmental issues are best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at 
the relevant level. At the national level, each individual shall have appropriate access to 
information on the environment that is held by public authorities, including information on 
hazardous materials and activities in their communities, and the opportunity to participate in 
decision-making processes. States shall facilitate and encourage public awareness and 
participation by making information widely available. Effective access to judicial and 
administrative proceedings; including redress and remedy shall be provided. 

  
 Not much is happening in the area of judicial enforcement of environmental laws in Nigeria. 
And this is both in the area of criminal prosecution and civil litigation, though the situation is worse 
in the former area. Although the NESREA Act, 2007 (which repealed the FEPA Act) and the 
Harmful Waste (Special Criminal Provisions, Etc.) Act contains some basic penal provisions on the 
subject, not much is undertaken by way of prosecution of offenders who are in proliferation. It is an 
obvious fact that people regularly commit environmental offences but with no commensurate 
amount of criminal prosecution. The same could be said in respect of civil litigation. Although there 
are daily actionable wrongs committed against the immediate environment of individuals, not much 
by way of civil actions are commenced or instituted. The few actions in the area of civil litigation 
emanate mostly from oil spillage or pollution, which involve some substantial claims. Quite a 
number of environmental actions which affect human health are not pursued, and if pursued, not 
with the same vigour and ambition as actions on oil spillage or pollution.  
  
4.2 Viable Options 

In developing oil and gas sector legislations today, the undue traditional emphasis on 
revenue generation as the immediate short-term goal without much regard for the negative 
environmental and human impacts of the sector processes, services and other activities, negates 
the ultimate goal of sustainable development especially its goals (SDGS 1-17) globally adopted as 
the new 2030 Agenda for sustainable development, that requires the integration of three pillars: - 
social justice, economic growth and environmental protection. This can be achieved through the 
process of empowerment, consultation, public participation, impact and risk assessment, capacity 
building, equal opportunities and access to environmental justice. (See particularly SDGS 1, 7, 10, 
13-16).  

This raises the question of how oil and gas legislation will handle the new challenges that 
the energy sector faces as it contemplates reduction of carbon dioxide emissions required under 
the Kyoto Protocol to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, for the possible end of 
fossil fuels use by 2050 under the new Paris Climate Agreement (adopted on Dec. 12, 2015 and 
signed on 22 April 2016) that aims at promoting a climate-compatible development. Particularly, 
Articles 2 and 4 of the Paris Agreement which has implications on the future of the energy sector. 
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Hence, the need for Nigeria to pursue vigorously its target for reduction of gas flaring and the 
ending of gas flaring by 2030 as well as substantially promote its low-carbon electrification scheme 
and a strategic move towards a cleaner energy regime through technology transfer for optimum 
utilization of renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies, or the improved application of 
the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to oil and gas sector projects, as is required by 
national Environmental Impact Assessment laws; or a consideration of the complementary role of 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) to EIA Process.  

This further raises another question on the future role of Natural Gas in Energy security and 
sustainable economic development. The backbone of the gas industry continues to be a long term 
approach to business that has delivered a clear growth trend, but new shorter-term dynamics are 
becoming increasingly important. This applies not only to energy portfolio optimization, but also to 
climate change mitigation.  We need both longer-term research and development of emission 
reduction methods as well as supporting an immediate shift away from the more polluting fossil 
fuels by implementing efficient gas technology as the preferred partner for renewable energy.162 

International trade in natural gas has the ability to forge closer cooperation and mutually 
beneficial economic links between neighbouring countries but social unrest, militancy and terrorist 
attacks or even military action within countries along the gas chain have serious consequences for 
investor confidence and longer term prosperity. Finding ways to ensure safety and stability along 
the routes where key natural gas infrastructure is located is an important political issue. 

Gas industry practitioners often assume that, as a reliable, flexible and low-carbon fuel, gas 
must be the natural partner for renewable energy in a long-term sustainable energy solution.163  

This also raises another question on how complementary a role, can Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) play, to the EIA process and for sustainable development. The 
SEA is one instrument which has proven helpful in integrating environmental and economic 
considerations into the design and implementation of policies, plans and programmes. Following a 
participatory approach, it supports the strategic development of alternatives at an early stage of 
planning while highlighting potential for the ecological sustainability of development processes. 
There is a broad international consensus about the value of SEAs, also within development 
cooperation circles. Already well-established in industrialized countries, the SEA has gradually 
been introduced into decision-making processes by developing countries around the world over the 
last few years. For many development stakeholders worldwide, conducting an SEA is recognized 
as a “best practice” when designing and implementing development measures. But experience has 
shown that there is no “blue-print” for the effective implementation of environmental assessments. 
The cultural, socio-economic political and institutional contexts of different countries and regions 
require adapted approaches. Nevertheless, Nigeria can learn from the SEA components and 
successful practices that lead to a “good SEA”.164 

In strengthening existing oil and gas legislations, the practice of cosmetic reviews and 
amendments to scattered pieces of legislative instruments must give way to the paradigm shift 
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towards comprehensiveness of legal regime that, first segments the oil and gas industry into three, 
namely; - Upstream, Downstream and Midstream. Upstream relates to the prospecting and 
production of crude oil. On the other hand, Downstream relates to the loading, transportation, 
supply and delivery of petroleum products for the use by end-users as well as storage and 
operation of depots in the country, while the Midstream deals with areas not covered by either the 
upstream or the downstream. Second, such legal regime must establish clear rules, procedures 
and transparent and accountable institutions for the administration of the oil and gas 
sector/petroleum industry.  

Need to establish a National Metrology Institute to provide precision/accuracy and not 
Estimates of quantity of oil and gas being extracted for sale. Further, there is the need to review 
the existing Legal Metrology system in Nigeria with a view to ensuring effective enforcement of 
legal metrology Law in the oil and gas Sector. The absence of which results in Nigeria losing about 
$7.5bn per annum. 

NB: - Legal metrology is the entirety of the legislative, administrative and technical 
procedures being employed to accurately/precisely determine the quantity of a commodity or 
natural resources being extracted/produced at a given time by a nation. 

On effective participation of relevant stakeholders in the oil and gas sector, the key 
elements are inclusivity and informed participation, as opposed to the practice of exclusion and 
marginalisation of host communities; or the practice of discriminating against and disadvantaging 
domestic companies/investors. These requirements must however ensure international 
competitiveness of the materials, equipments and services provided by domestic 
companies/investors. These elements must also be grounded in the rights of access to information, 
participation and to environmental justice.  
 Other viable options for Nigeria are: -  

i. The need for a clearly articulated environmentally friendly government’s strategies or 
agenda in line with the PIB/PIBG 2016 to address the challenges identified in the petroleum 
sector, including the challenges to effective regulation of the sector activities. The proposed 
environmentally-friendly fiscal and non-fiscal reforms in the PIB/PIBG will hopefully 
transform the petroleum industry for sustainable development; 

ii. Localize the implementation of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Nigeria, 
especially, the progressive realization of SDG1 (end poverty, including eradication of 
extreme poverty; implementing social protection measures; and ensuring gender equality in 
access to economic resources); SDG7 (ensure accessible, affordable, reliable and 
sustainable modern energy services for all); SDG 10 (reduce inequality in socio-economic 
and political opportunities and outcomes); SDG13 (take urgent action to combat climate 
change and its impacts on vulnerable communities, including strengthening resilience and 
adaption to climate change and natural disasters); SDG16 (promote peaceful and inclusive 
societies for sustainable development, by reducing all forms of violence, illicit financial and 
arms flows, corruption, and by providing access to information, participation in decision 
making at all levels and access to justice for all, as well as building effective, accountable 
and inclusive institutions at all levels); SDG17 (strengthen the means of implementation 
and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development, including strengthening 
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domestic resources, debt sustainability, technology transfer, capacity building, promoting 
trade, enhancing policy and institutional coherence etc).165 

iii. Finally, heed to the call or early warming message of the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement on 
diversification of the economy for a climate-compatible development and clean energy 
regime by 2050.166 
 

For fossil fuel reliant energy and resource companies, the signals from the paris COP 21 on 
climate action are clear: governments have committed to a reduction in emissions over long-term, 
they have committed to building policy infrastructure to give effect to that transition in the form of 
carbon markets,167 and there is a growing interest in carbon neutrality from investors and consumer 
bases. Given that the primary source of emissions is industrial and energy sources which are in the 
main reliant on fossil fuels, unless measures are taken and implemented to negate emissions from 
such activities, the future use of fossil fuels and the development of fossil fuels reserves will be 
curtailed.168 
 It will therefore be important for energy and resource companies to consider how to 
diversify towards less emissions intensive asset classes. Additionally, while the Paris COP 
signaled a reduction that the Paris Agreement does not call for zero emissions to be produced 
altogether. Rather, as soon as possible after 2050, it calls for countries to have net zero 
emissions:169 meaning that any emissions produced by a country should be offset by sinks. 
Therefore, the energy and resource companies should ensure that investments are made into 
offsetting activities (through REDD+ and others) to ensure that any ongoing emissions can be 
justified by governments hosting emissions intensive assets. These companies ought to monitor 
NDC development in countries where they have operations and the development of the trading 
mechanisms under the Paris Agreement.170 
 While the Paris agreement does not specifically address renewable energy,171 it remains 
one of the key mitigation measures172 that has widespread international support. Consequently, the 
sector continues to attract investment and substantial financial commitments made with respect to 
renewable and research and development into new technologies. Also, 80% of INDCs173 included 
plans to increase clean and renewable energy supply in coming decades. This strong government 
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commitment coupled with a sharp decline in installed costs of renewable technology have meant 
the growth rates have been impressive and steady despite global economic challenges.174 
 In the light of the developments, it appears that there will be continued growth of renewable 
and clean energy.175 The key problem will be continuing elimination of barriers to trade in clean 
technologies and the need to develop the necessary legal regime to facilitate much greater private 
investments in renewable in developing countries.176 
 Going forward, systematic analysis and disclosure of climate risks will lead responsible 
boards of directors to undertake serious planning to effect an orderly transition to the low-carbon 
world that 188 countries agreed to in Paris.177 These disclosures will also help investors decide 
what companies will thrive in such a world of developers of technologies for renewable energy and 
energy efficiency,178 and what companies are failing to prepare for the transition and thus will 
themselves become fossils. 
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